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The Devonshire Collection - Part 2 

1001. Dinky 101 Sunbeam Alpine - light turquoise, dark blue interior with figure driver, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with 
black smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (couple of small marks on lower edges) still a beautiful 
example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

1002. Dinky 102 MG Midget Sports Car - pale green body, cream interior, tonneau and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
figure driver, silver trim - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

1003. Dinky 103 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car - deep cream body, red interior and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
figure driver, silver trim - Excellent (does have a thin paint finish to protruding edges) still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus 
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have pen price mark to one end flap). 

 £80 - £100 

1004. Dinky 105 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - pale yellow body, pale green interior with figure driver, mid-green ridged hubs 
with black smooth tyres, silver trim (without numbered baseplate) - Excellent Plus (does have a thin paint finish to protruding 
edges) still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus harder to find plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £80 - £100 

1005. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - cerise body, grey interior with figure driver, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs 
with black smooth tyres, racing number 34 to doors and boot - Excellent (couple of very minor marks on lower edges) in a Good 
Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (couple of small marks around edges) still a nice 
bright example. 

 £80 - £110 

1006. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - light blue, cream interior with figure driver, light beige ridged hubs with black 
smooth tyres, racing number 26 to doors and boot - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 
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1007. Dinky 109 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car - off white (very pale cream) body, red interior and ridged hubs with black 
smooth tyres, figure driver, silver trim, racing number 23 to doors and bonnet - Excellent (couple of very minor marks to front 
and rear edges) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have some small pencil 
graffiti marks to side and end flap) - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1008. Dinky 109 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car - drab yellow body, mid-blue interior and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
figure driver, silver trim, racing number 21 decals to doors and bonnet - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good Plus 
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

1009. Dinky 109 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car - yellow body, mid-blue interior and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, 
figure driver, silver trim, racing number 21 decals to doors and bonnet - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus 
harder to find plain yellow and red carded box - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

1010. Dinky 109 Empty Trade Pack Austin Healey 100 Sports - this buff box with black lettering is generally Good to Good 
Plus (couple of small scuffs around edges) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1011. Dinky 112 Austin Healey Sprite - red body, cream interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (couple of small marks to non picture side) 
with inner packing ring - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1012. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - mid-blue body and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim (small baseplate 
lettering) - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour 
spot - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1013. Dinky 152 Austin Devon Saloon - drab green, fawn ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim (large baseplate 
lettering) - overall condition is generally Excellent in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with mid-green colour spot. 

 £80 - £90 

1014. Dinky 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon - light beige body and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim (large 
baseplate lettering) - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small chips to front and rear edges) in a generally 
Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (couple of small scuffs to edges). 

 £80 - £100 

1015. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe - off white, fawn ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (couple of small marks around hub edges) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £110 

1016. Dinky 161 Austin Somerset Saloon - two-tone black, light beige including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim (161 baseplate) in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have 
some small scuffs around edges). 

 £130 - £150 
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1017. Dinky 166 Sunbeam Rapier Saloon - two-tone cream, yellow, light beige ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
trim - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on edges) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with 
correct colour spot (does have a couple of small marks on non picture side) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1018. Dinky 166 Sunbeam Rapier Saloon - two-tone turquoise, mid-blue including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

1019. Dinky 169 Studebaker "Golden Hawk" - light tan body, red including side flashes and ridged hubs with white treaded 
tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus (does have some small marks on one window pillar) in a generally Good Plus yellow and red 
carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 

1020. Dinky 176 Austin A105 Saloon - grey body, red side flashes and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £90 

1021. Dinky 176 Austin A105 Saloon - light beige, mid-blue upper and side flashes, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white 
treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small chips on passenger side protruding edges) in a 
Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have some pencil price marks). 

 £80 - £90 

1022. Dinky 179 Studebaker President Sedan - light blue, dark blue side flashes, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with 
white treaded tyres - Near Mint a beautiful example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct 
colour spot. 

 £90 - £110 

1023. Dinky 180 Packard Clipper Sedan - two-tone light beige including ridged hubs with white treaded tyres, cerise, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does 
have a pen price mark to one end flap). 

 £90 - £110 

1024. Dinky 191 Dodge Royal Sedan - deep cream body, tan side flashes, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white treaded 
tyres - Excellent (does have a couple of small chips around wheelarches) still a beautiful example in a Good Plus to Excellent 
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £90 - £110 

1025. Dinky 192 De Soto Fireflite Sedan - pale turquoise, light tan roof panel and side flashes, silver trim, chrome spun hubs 
with white treaded tyres - Excellent Plus (couple of small marks to windows) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of 
small creases) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £110 

1026. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - off white body, wood effect side panels, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs 
with black treaded tyres - Near Mint (does have some small factory paint flaws) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and 
red carded picture box. 

 £80 - £100 
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1027. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - fluorescent green body, red interior, silver trim chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £140 - £170 

1028. Dinky 199 Austin Seven Mini Countryman - light blue (RARE variation with lemon interior), silver trim, chrome spun 
hubs with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent a lovely bright example of a harder to find issue in a 
Good yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £130 - £160 

1029. Dinky 231 Maserati Racing Car - red body, white figure driver, flash and racing number 9, silver trim, yellow plastic 
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Near Mint a beautiful example of a harder to find issue in a Good Plus to Excellent (slightly 
grubby around edges) yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £140 - £170 

1030. Dinky 233 Cooper-Bristol Racing Car - green body, white figure driver and racing number 6, silver trim, chrome spun 
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Excellent Plus still a beautiful example of a harder to find issue in a Good Plus yellow and red 
carded picture box. 

 £120 - £140 

1031. Dinky 233 Cooper-Bristol Racing Car - green, white figure driver and racing number 6, silver trim, red plastic hubs with 
grey treaded tyres - Near Mint (very slight rusting to axle ends) still a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box. 

 £120 - £140 

1032. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - light turquoise, yellow figure driver, blue plastic hubs with black treaded tyres 
(harder variation to find) - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow 
and red carded picture box (couple of small marks on sides where tape has been removed) - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1033. Dinky 239 Vanwall Racing Car - green body, yellow figure driver and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, 
racing number 35 to sides and front - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (couple of small marks to figure) still a lovely 
bright example of a harder to find late issue in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (very small pen graffiti mark to 
end flap). 

 £110 - £130 

1034. Dinky 254 Austin "Taxi" - black body, silver trim, grey base and interior with figure driver, chrome spun hubs with black 
treaded tyres - Excellent Plus still a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - displays well. 

 £110 - £130 

1035. Dinky 265 Plymouth "USA Taxi" - two-tone yellow, red, off white interior and roof box, silver trim, chrome spun hubs 
with white treaded tyres - Excellent (couple of small marks to rear fins and bumper) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box - displays well. 

 £80 - £100 

1036. Dinky 30b (Type 3) Rolls Royce - fawn body, black chassis and smooth hubs with smooth tyres (1946 issue) - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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1037. Dinky 30c (Type 4) Daimler Saloon - green body, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres - overall condition is 
generally Excellent (usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1038. Dinky 30d (Type 4) Vauxhall Saloon - dark green body, black chassis and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (apart from usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1039. Dinky 36c (Type 5) Humber - brown body, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent (usual 
discolouration to grille and surrounding parts). 

 £50 - £60 

1040. Dinky 36d (Type 5) Rover - blue body, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright 
example (usual slight discolouration to grille and surrounding parts) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1041. Dinky 38a Frazer Nash-BMW - mid-blue, grey interior, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent Plus 
a lovely bright example. 

 £40 - £60 

1042. Dinky 38b Sunbeam Talbot - yellow body and seats, light tan tonneau, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Excellent (does have some small marks on bonnet edges) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1043. Dinky 39a Packard - brown body, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent a lovely bright example. 

 £60 - £70 

1044. Dinky 40f (154) Hillman Minx - dark green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres (small baseplate 
lettering) - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright unboxed example.  

 £40 - £50 

1045. Dinky 102 MG Midget Sports Car - pale green body, cream interior and tonneau with figure driver, light beige ridged 
hubs with black smooth tyres (without baseplate number) - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks around door and wing 
edges) still a lovely bright unboxed example.  

 £40 - £60 

1046. Dinky 186 Mercedes 220 SE (RARE South African issue) - finished in light smoke grey (pale greyish-blue), cream 
interior, chrome bumpers and spun hubs with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Near Mint (couple of very minor 
factory flaws to roof edge) still a beautiful unboxed example. 

 £280 - £340 

1047. Dinky 40d Trade Pack Austin Devon Saloon containing 3 examples (1) drab green including ridged hubs, silver trim 
(small baseplate lettering), (2) same as (1) but maroon including ridged hubs and (3) same as (2) - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Excellent Plus lovely bright examples in a generally Good lift off lid trade box (does have some slight fading and 
rusting to staples) - see photo. 

 £190 - £240 
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1048. Dinky 139a Trade Pack Ford Fordor Sedan includes 2 examples (1) yellow including ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres, silver trim (small baseplate lettering) and (2) mid-green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim (small 
baseplate lettering) - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus lovely bright examples in a generally Good (slightly 
grubby) yellow lift off lid trade box with original dividers - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1049. Dinky 29c Trade Pack Double Decker Bus containing 3 examples (1) Type 3 - two-tone red, cream, ridged hubs with 
black smooth tyres, (2) same as (1) and (3) same as (1) but two-tone green, cream, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth 
tyres - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint nice bright examples in a generally Good Plus buff lift off lid box with 
paper label to end and original dividers - see photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1050. Dinky 121 "Goodwood Sports Cars" Gift Set containing 4 pieces including Jaguar Type E - red, black hood; Porsche 
356A - cream, chrome spun hubs; Austin Healey Sprite - red, chrome spun hubs and MGB - off white, red interior with figure 
driver, chrome spun hubs - comes with all correct figures - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint contained in a 
generally Good presentation box (some small pen writing to lid) still a lovely bright example, also comes accompanied with 
information sheet - see photo. 

 £600 - £700 

1051. Dinky 1 "Farm Gear" Gift Set to include 27a Massey-Harris Tractor - red, yellow metal wheels, light tan figure driver; 
27b Harvest Trailer - tan, red including detachable raves, yellow metal wheels; 27c Massey-Harris Manure Spreader - red, 
yellow metal wheels; 27g Motocart - green, tan back and figure driver, red metal wheels and 27h Disc Harrow - red, 
yellow - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus contained in a generally Good blue and white striped lift 
off lid box (does have scuffs to edges) - still a bright example of a harder to find gift set - see photo. 

 £400 - £500 

1052. Dinky 250 Streamlined Fire Engine - red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim and ladder, with 
bell - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small marks to roof edge) in a Good to Good Plus harder to find 
plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £60 - £80 

1053. Dinky 252 Bedford Refuse Wagon - green body, black metal slides, light beige ridged hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) harder to find plain yellow and red carded box. 

 £70 - £80 

1054. Dinky 420 Forward Control Lorry - red body, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, metal tow 
hook - Near Mint a beautiful example in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £110 

1055. Dinky 425 Bedford TK Coal Lorry - red cab, back and plastic hubs, silver chassis, blue interior, "Hall & Co" 
header - comes complete with 5 x coal sacks and scales - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red 
lift off lid box with detailed picture - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

1056. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry - tan cab and chassis, green back and jib, black "Dinky Service" text, red ridged 
hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good Plus blue and yellow lift off lid box 
(does have a small stain to lid) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 
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1057. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry - light beige (cream) cab and chassis, mid-blue back and jib with black "Dinky 
Service" text, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple of very small marks around rear edges) in 
a Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £140 - £160 

1058. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry - red cab and chassis, grey back and jib with blue "Dinky Service" text, with 
windows and blue plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus a beautiful example of a harder issue to find 
in a generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and yellow lift off lid box (does have some small scuffs to edges) - see photo. 

 £280 - £340 

1059. Dinky 432 Guy Warrior Flat Truck - green cab and chassis, red back and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, metal 
tow hook, silver trim - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (couple of small marks on side edges) in a Fair to Good 
(complete) yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £140 - £160 

1060. Dinky 434 Bedford TK Crash Truck "Auto Services" - metallic red cab, off white back and jib, red interior and plastic 
hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (very slight melting on hubs) in a Good Plus 
carded box with detailed picture - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1061. Dinky 450 Trojan "Esso" Delivery Van - red body, silver trim, maroon ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Near Mint 
(couple of very minor marks on edges) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1062. Dinky 451 Trojan "Dunlop" Delivery Van - red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent 
(couple of very minor marks on edges) still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box.  

 £80 - £90 

1063. Dinky 465 Commer Commercial "Have a Capstan" Van - two-tone blue, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black 
smooth tyres - Excellent (couple of small marks on wheelarches) in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture 
box - still a nice bright example that displays well. 

 £100 - £120 

1064. Dinky 470 Austin "Shell/BP" Delivery Van - two-tone green, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim - Excellent Plus in a generally Excellent (couple of very small grubby marks) yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1065. Dinky 491 Electric Dairy Delivery Van "Job's Dairy" - cream body, red base, inner back and ridged hubs with black 
treaded tyres, silver trim - Near Mint a beautiful example in a generally Near Mint correct plain yellow and red carded box - see 
photo. 

 £130 - £150 

1066. Dinky 504 Foden (2nd Type) 14-ton Tanker - red cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, 
metal tow hook, black gantry - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Fair to Good (still displays well) blue lift off 
lid box with paper label. 

 £100 - £120 
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1067. Dinky 511 Guy (1st Type) 4-ton Lorry - fawn cab and back, red chassis and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim, tow hook - Excellent (couple of very small chips on lower edges) in a Good Plus to Excellent buff lift off lid box with correct 
colour spot - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1068. Dinky 511 Guy (1st Type) 4-ton Lorry - red cab, chassis and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, fawn back, silver 
trim, metal tow hook - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks) still a superb example in a Good Plus green lift off lid box with 
paper label - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1069. Dinky 511 Guy (1st Type) 4-ton Lorry - two-tone blue, Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow 
hook - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £90 - £120 

1070. Dinky 512 Guy (1st Type) Flat Truck - khaki (brown) cab and back, black chassis, green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, 
silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus a beautiful example of a hard to find colour variation in a Good Plus buff lift off lid 
box with paper labels - see photo. 

 £260 - £320 

1071. Dinky 512 Guy (1st Type) Flat Truck - dark maroon cab, back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black chassis, silver 
trim, metal tow hook - Near Mint (very slight rusting to tow hook) in a Good Plus buff lift off lid box with paper labels - see photo. 

 £120 - £140 

1072. Dinky 514 Guy (1st Type) "Lyons Swiss Rolls" Van - dark blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver 
trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus blue lift off lid box with paper label - see photo. 

 £300 - £400 

1073. Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Lorry - red body and trailer, black wheelarches and trim, ridged hubs with smooth and 
treaded tyres, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus buff lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £80 - £110 

1074. Dinky 581 Horse Box "British Railways Express Horse Box Hire Service" - maroon including Supertoy hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus (couple of small marks on rear ramp) still a superb example in a generally Good Plus 
to Excellent blue lift off lid box with paper labels (couple of small scuffs to edges). 

 £100 - £120 

1075. Dinky 581 Horse Box (EXPORT ISSUE) - "Express Horse Van Hire Service" - maroon including Supertoy hubs with 
black treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) in a generally Good Plus blue lift off lid box with 
correct "Hudson Dobson" label to side - see photo. 

 £260 - £340 

1076. Dinky 902 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck - orange cab and chassis, mid-green back and Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus (couple of small chips around tow hook) in a Good Plus blue and 
white striped lift off lid box. 

 £130 - £160 
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1077. Dinky 902 (502) Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck - dark burnt orange cab and chassis, mid-green back and Supertoy hubs 
with grey treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent 
blue and white striped lift off lid box - couple of small scuffs on edges - (with harder to find dual numbered 502/902 end) - see 
photo. 

 £150 - £200 

1078. Dinky 902 (502) Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck - yellow cab and chassis, mid-green back and Supertoy hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small marks on 
wheelarches and slight loss of paint to tow hook) in a generally Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find 
(dual numbered 502/902 end) - see photo. 

 £500 - £600 

1079. Dinky 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with chains - red cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, grey 
back, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent (couple of small marks around hub edges and slight loss of paint to tow hook) still a 
beautiful example in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £120 - £140 

1080. Dinky 918 Guy (2nd Type) - "Ever Ready Batteries for Life" Van - blue body and cab, red Supertoy hubs with black 
smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (does have some small marks on top protruding edges) in a generally Good to Good Plus 
blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £150 - £200 

1081. Dinky 931 (531) Leyland Comet Lorry - blue cab and chassis, yellow stake back, red Supertoy hubs with grey treaded 
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus (couple of very small marks on stake edges) in a Good Plus blue and white 
striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 531/931 end). 

 £90 - £110 

1082. Dinky 932 (532) Leyland Comet Wagon with hinged tailboard - two-tone blue, Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
silver trim - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on edges) still a superb example of a harder variation to find in a generally 
Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 532/932 end). 

 £140 - £160 

1083. Dinky 934 Leyland Octopus Wagon - yellow cab and chassis, green back and cab band, red Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres - overall Excellent Plus (couple of small marks to tow hook) still a beautiful example in a Good Plus to Excellent 
blue and white striped lift off lid box (couple of small scuffs to edges). 

 £110 - £130 

1084. Dinky 942 Foden (2nd Type) 14-ton "Regent" Tanker - white, blue, red including Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook and gantry - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good 
Plus to Excellent blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £200 - £240 

1085. Dinky 961 Vega Major Luxury Coach "PTT Swiss Postal Bus" - finished in yellow, cream roof, light blue interior, red 
side flashes, black base, cast hubs, silver trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have a couple of extremely minor 
paint touch-ins on roof) in a Fair to Good (sellotape repaired end flap) correct carded picture box. 

 £80 - £100 

1086. Dinky 968 "BBC TV" Roving Eye Vehicle - green, grey including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, complete with 
Cameraman and Camera, detachable aerial - Excellent in an Excellent Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box (without inner 
packing piece) - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 
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1087. Dinky 969 "BBC TV" Extending Mast Service Vehicle - green, grey, black platform, chrome mast with detachable dish, 
also comes with correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks to windows) in a Good 
to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box (does have some faint red pen marks to lid and sides) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1088. Dinky 972 20-ton Lorry-Mounted Crane Truck "Coles" - orange, yellow ballast and jib, 2 x light blue figures, Supertoy 
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example that displays well in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift 
off lid box with inner packing piece. 

 £70 - £80 

1089. Dinky 974 AEC Hoyner Car Transporter - blue and yellow cab, pale grey interior, orange and yellow trailer with grey 
plastic hubs - condition appears to be generally Excellent (couple of small chips on front edges), comes with accessories in 
sealed bag with instruction leaflet - inner packing piece is Excellent Plus, outer carded picture box is Good Plus to Excellent - a 
lovely bright example. 

 £80 - £100 

1090. Dinky 979 Racehorse Transport "Newmarket Racehorse Transport Service Ltd" - two-tone grey, yellow including 
Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent blue and white 
striped lift off lid box (couple of small scuffs on side edges). 

 £110 - £130 

1091. French Dinky 24a Chrysler "New Yorker" - red body, pale cream (off white) interior and tonneau, silver trim and side 
flashes, chrome convex hubs with white smooth tyres - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow 
and red carded picture box (does have a small pen mark to one side) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1092. French Dinky 24c Citroen DS19 - light beige body, black roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white smooth 
tyres - Excellent Plus still a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (does have small tear to one 
side) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1093. French Dinky 24d Plymouth Belvedere - two-tone green, black including side flashes, silver trim, chrome convex hubs 
with white smooth tyres - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see 
photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1094. French Dinky 24x Ford Vedette 54 - dark blue body and convex hubs with white smooth tyres, silver trim - Near Mint a 
beautiful example in a Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small creases on one side) yellow and red carded picture box - see 
photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1095. French Dinky 24y Studebaker Commander - pale green body, dark green roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with 
white smooth tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box 
(very small mark to one side where label has been removed) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1096. French Dinky 24y Studebaker Commander - dark coral body, light tan roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white 
smooth tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful example (very slight rusting to one rear hub) in a Good Plus plain yellow and red 
carded box with correct colour spot. 

 £80 - £100 
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1097. French Dinky 100 (Dinky Junior) Renault 4L - drab green body, silver trim, concave hubs - Near Mint in a Good Plus 
yellow and blue carded picture box. 

 £150 - £200 

1098. French Dinky 549 Borgward Coupe Isabella - light turquoise, red interior, silver trim, chrome concave hubs with black 
smooth tyres - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on edges) still a beautiful example in a generally Excellent yellow and red 
carded picture box (very small mark to one end flap). 

 £80 - £100 

1099. French Dinky 550 Chrysler Saratoga - lilac body, black roof band and side flashes, red interior, silver trim, chrome 
concave hubs with white smooth tyres - Excellent (does have some small chips on side protruding edges) in a Good (slightly 
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box - still displays well. 

 £80 - £110 

1100. French Dinky 550 Chrysler Saratoga - pale pink, white roof band and side flashes, red interior, silver trim, chrome 
concave hubs with white smooth tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box - see photo. 

 £80 - £110 

1101. French Dinky 552 Chevrolet Corvair - sky blue body, pale cream interior, silver trim, chrome concave hubs with white 
smooth tyres - Excellent (couple of small marks to lower sides) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box 
(couple of small scuffs on edges). 

 £80 - £100 

1102. French Dinky 552 Chevrolet Corvair - red body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome concave hubs with white treaded 
tyres - Excellent (does have a thin paint finish) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £80 - £90 

1103. French Dinky 811 Caravane - cream body with red side flashes, off white ribbed roof, chrome convex hubs with black 
smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small chips around side protruding edges) in a generally Good 
to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £80 - £100 

1104. French Dinky 811 Caravane - cream body with red side flashes, off white smooth roof, chrome convex hubs with black 
smooth tyres - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on edges) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box 
(couple of small scuffs on edges) with correct inner packing piece - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1105. French Dinky 25d Citroen 2CV "Fire" Van - red including convex hubs with white smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent 
(couple of very small marks on wheelarches and rear door handle) still a beautiful example in a generally Excellent yellow and 
red carded picture box. 

 £100 - £120 

1106. French Dinky 32c Panhard "Esso" Tanker - red, off white side flashes, convex hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim, 
chrome metal gantry - Excellent (does have some small chips on rear edge of cab unit) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box - displays well. 

 £110 - £130 

1107. French Dinky 33a Simca Cargo Truck - drab green cab, chassis and convex hubs with black smooth tyres, dark orange 
back - Near Mint (very slight rusting to axle ends) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £80 - £110 
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1108. French Dinky 33c Simca Cargo Delivery Truck "Saint-Gobain Miroitier" - yellow including chassis, convex hubs with 
black smooth tyres, comes complete with glass and mirror load - also with correct instruction leaflet - overall condition is 
generally Near Mint (couple of small marks on edges) still a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture 
box. 

 £90 - £110 

1109. French Dinky 578 Simca Cargo Tipper - green cab, chassis and concave hubs with black treaded tyres, silver 
tipper - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1110. French Dinky 24v Buick Roadmaster - yellow body, green roof, silver trim and side flashes, chrome convex hubs with 
white smooth tyres - Excellent lovely bright unboxed example. 

 £50 - £60 

1111. French Dinky 25jb Ford Covered Wagon "SNCF" - blue body, dark blue metal tilt, silver trim, black convex hubs with 
smooth tyres, tow hook - Good (does have chips to side of cab edges) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1112. French Dinky 25jj Ford Covered Wagon "Calberson" - yellow body and back, red including convex hubs with smooth 
tyres, black metal tilt, tow hook - Fair to Good still a bright example. 

 £50 - £60 

1113. French Dinky 25r Ford Breakdown Lorry - red, silver trim, black jib with hook "Dinky Service" to rear, convex hubs with 
black smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) still a lovely bright example. 

 £70 - £80 

Dinky Toys 

1114. Dinky 914 AEC "British Road Services" Articulated Truck and Trailer - red cab, off white interior, silver trim, chrome 
hubs, pale grey trailer with green plastic "British Road Services" canopy, red tailgate - overall condition is generally Excellent 
(some small marks down trailer protruding edges) in a Good (slightly grubby) carded box with detailed picture. 

 £60 - £70 

1115. Dinky 936 Leyland 8-wheeled Chassis - finished in red including plastic hubs, silver chassis, 3 x "5 Tons" 
weights - overall condition is generally Good (weights do have some slight loss of paint around edges) in a Fair (complete) 
yellow and red lift off lid box with detailed picture. 

 £50 - £60 

1116. Dinky Buses group to include 283 Single Decker "Red Arrow" - finished in red, pale blue interior (slight discolouration), 
white base, cast hubs; 289 "London Transport" Routemaster Bus - red including stairs, off white interior, cast hubs and 952 
Vega Major Luxury Coach - off white, purple base, blue interior, cast hubs - conditions are generally Good to Excellent in 
generally Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £100 
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1117. Dinky Buses group 283 Single Decker "Red Arrow" - red body, white base, blue interior, cast hubs with folded 
instruction leaflet; 289 "London Transport" Routemaster - "Esso" - red, blue interior, cast hubs; 295 Leyland Atlantean "Yellow 
Pages" - yellow, off white interior, Speedwheels and "Dinky Kit" 1023 Single Decker Bus (made not painted) - see 
photo - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes and bubble packs - see photo. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1118. Dinky Catalogues a group of English/North American issues to include 2 x "Parker" Stores of Toronto 4-page leaflet 
with separate price list; 11th Edition Canada/English plus others - includes some duplication - conditions vary from Good to 
Near Mint - see photo. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1119. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry; 2 x 512 Guy Flat Truck; 2 x 521 Bedford 
Articulated Lorry - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1120. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 159 Morris Oxford Saloon; 253 Daimler "Ambulance"; 256 Humber "Police" Patrol; 
181 Volkswagen Saloon; French Dinky 35b Simca Tipper plus others, also includes a few Corgi Toys to include 238 Jaguar 
Mark X - plus others - conditions are generally Poor. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1121. Dinky Empty Boxes group to include 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car; 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car; 258 "USA 
Police" Car; 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Poor to Fair - see photo. (13) 

 £50 - £60 

1122. Dinky 14c Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, green forks and ridged hubs, light tan figure 
driver; 319 Weeks Farm Trailer - red, yellow including detachable raves (1 only) and 421 Electric Delivery Truck "British 
Railways" - maroon, red ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in generally Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1123. Dinky 409 Bedford Articulated Lorry - yellow, black, red ridged and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow 
hook - Fair including blue and yellow lift off lid box - still displays well. 

 £40 - £50 

1124. Dinky 511 Guy 4-ton Lorry - reddish-brown cab, back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black chassis, silver trim, 
metal tow hook - Fair including buff lift off lid box with paper label - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1125. Dinky 512 Guy Flat Truck - khaki cab and back, black chassis, silver trim, dark green ridged hubs with smooth 
tyres - Fair including blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £40 - £50 

1126. Dinky 502 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck - orange cab and chassis, mid-green back and Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Fair to Good still a bright example in a generally Fair (displays well) blue lift off lid 
box with paper label. 

 £60 - £70 

1127. Dinky 532 Leyland Comet Wagon with hinged tailboard - two-tone blue, cream Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, 
silver trim - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair to Good blue lift off lid box with paper label (doe shave scuffs to edges). 

 £60 - £70 
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1128. Dinky Aircraft a group to include pre-war 62g Boeing "Flying Fortress" Monoplane - silver, red propellers (has had 
repair) - otherwise condition is Fair still displays well in a Fair lift off lid box, plus 3 x unboxed to include Medium Bomber; 
Tempest and Helicopter - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1129. Dinky boxed group 172 Studebaker Land Cruiser - blue body, fawn ridged hubs, silver trim; another but pale green, 
dark green ridged hubs, silver trim and 236 Connaught Racing Car - pale green, mid-green ridged hubs, red interior with figure 
driver, racing number 32 decals to sides and front - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Good still bright examples in 
generally Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1130. Dinky 127 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud Mark III - gold body, orange interior, chrome trim, cast spun hubs - Excellent Plus 
in a Fair yellow and red presentation window box with "Mr Dealer" still attached and 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith - two-tone 
grey, chrome trim, spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent (does have some roof marks) in a Fair (complete) yellow and 
red carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1131. Dinky unboxed group to include Foden (Type 1) Diesel Wagon - brown cab, back and ridged hubs, silver trim and side 
flashes; another but Flat Truck with tailboard - red, black chassis and flashes; Bedford Articulated Truck and Trailer - red, black 
and Guy Flat Truck - maroon including ridged hubs, black chassis - conditions are generally Fair (some have had overpainting).  
(4) 

 £60 - £70 

1132. Dinky unboxed group to include Bedford Articulated Truck and Trailer - red, black; Commer Breakdown Lorry; Double 
Decker Bus plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good - lot also includes tinplate Canopy. (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1133. Dinky EXPORT ISSUE 581 Horse Box "Express Horse Van Hire Service" - this harder to find unboxed example is 
finished in maroon including Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1134. Dinky unboxed group to include Sunbeam Talbot - red including ridged hubs and seat, maroon tonneau; Maserati 
Racing Car - red, silver, white flash, figure driver and racing number 9, ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres; Jaguar XK120 - red 
including ridged hubs; another but off white, fawn ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1135. Dinky unboxed group Dodge Royal Sedan - green, black flashes, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white treaded 
tyres; Studebaker President - yellow, mid-blue flashes and ridged hubs with white treaded tyres and De Soto Fireflite - green, 
light tan roof and flashes, chrome spun hubs with white treaded tyres - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright 
examples. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1136. Dinky unboxed group to include Triumph Saloon - tan body, green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres; Volkswagen 
Saloon - green, mid-green ridged hubs; Austin Devon - drab greenish-grey including ridged hubs and Sunbeam 
Rapier - two-tone turquoise, blue including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples that display 
well - see photo. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1137. Dinky unboxed group to include Packard - green, red seats and ridged hubs with figure driver; another but tan body; 
Ford Sedan low-line two-tone pink, mid-blue including ridged hubs; Hudson Sedan - two-tone tan, blue, fawn ridged hubs and 
Cadillac Eldorado - peach body, cream ridged hubs - conditions are Fair to Good Plus. (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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1138. Dinky unboxed "Police Car" group to include Humber Hawk - black, spun hubs; Cadillac - black, red roof light (without 
door labels) and De Soto Fireflite - black, white door panels, red roof light, spun hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good. 
(3) 

 £40 - £60 

1139. Dinky Military Gift Set 617 Volkswagen KDF with 50mm Pak Anti-Tank Gun - finished in greyish-green - condition is 
generally Near Mint, inner pictorial stand is Good Plus in a Good to Good Plus outer carded picture box (missing shells) and 
202 Fiat Abarth 2000 - fluorescent body, white, black including interior, Speedwheels - Excellent in an Excellent carded picture 
box (small mark to one side where label has been removed).  (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1140. Dinky group - 2 x 180 Rover 3500 - white, black, Speedwheels; 2 x 284 London Taxi - black, Speedwheels; 289 
London Transport Routemaster Bus "Esso"; 449 Johnston Road Sweeper - lime, black, cast hubs and later issue 500 Citroen 
2CV - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1141. Dinky Emergency Vehicles 255 Mini Clubman "Police" - light blue, white doors, black interior and Speedwheels; 264 
Rover 3500 "Police" - white, black interior and base, Speedwheels with accessories and 267 "Emergency" Paramedic 
Truck - finished in red, cast hubs with 2 x figures - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus window 
boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1142. Dinky Military 612 Commando Jeep - Good Plus in a Fair to Good bubble pack; 625 Anti-Tank Gun with shells on 
sprue - Near Mint in a Good (heavily discoloured bubble pack) plus a quantity of unboxed including KDF (Volkswagen); 2 x 
Tank Destroyer plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good to Excellent Plus. (11) 

 £80 - £100 

1143. Dinky 968 "BBC TV" Roving Eye Vehicle - green, grey including side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black treaded 
tyres, with Cameraman and camera, detachable aerial - Excellent a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent 
blue and white striped lift off lid box (does have pen price mark to lid) with correct inner packing pieces - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1144. French Dinky 32e Fourgon Incendie Premier Secours Berliet - red including convex hubs with white smooth tyres, 
silver trim and ladders - comes with one rear hose only - condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (some slight surface 
corrosion marks to ladders) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent blue and white striped lift of lid box (scuffs to base) - see 
photo. 

 £60 - £80 

1145. Dinky 146 Daimler V8 - metallic aqua, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (does have some small roof chips) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (does have 
some small stains on one side). 

 £60 - £70 

1146. Dinky 257 Nash Rambler "Fire Chief" - red body and roof light, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded 
tyres - Excellent Plus (couple of very minor marks on protruding edges) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture 
box - still displays well. 

 £70 - £80 
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1147. Dinky 235 HWM Racing Car - pale green, white figure driver, yellow racing number 7, silver trim, mid-green ridged 
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small stains on rear edges) in a Fair yellow and red carded 
picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1148. Dinky 165 Ford Capri - purple body, yellow interior, chrome trim, cast hubs - Excellent (does have some small chips to 
roof) in a generally Good carded picture box and 168 Ford Escort Mk.I - metallic red, off white interior, cast hubs - Excellent 
(does have some small chips to doors) in a Good to Good Plus carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

1149. Dinky 340 Land Rover - orange body, dark green interior with light tan figure driver, silver trim, red ridged hubs with 
black treaded tyres, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded 
picture box with correct colour spot and 341 matching Trailer - orange, red ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook 
with "T" rear decal - Excellent (does have some small chips to top edges) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded 
picture box with black pen mark to one end flap  - see photo. (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1150. Dinky 751 Lawn Mower - green, red, bare metal roller - Good Plus to Excellent a nice bright example in generally Good 
(slightly grubby) blue lift off lid box with paper label. 

 £60 - £70 

1151. Dinky 933 (533) Leyland Cement Wagon "Ferrocrete" - yellow including Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good 
to Good Plus in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 933/533 
end). 

 £50 - £60 

1152. Dinky 409 Bedford Articulated Lorry - deep yellow, black, red ridged and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, metal 
tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips on edges with some very light paint touch-ins) in a generally 
Fair to Good blue and yellow lift off lid box - still displays well. 

 £50 - £70 

1153. Dinky 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck with windows - pale yellow including hubs - overall condition is generally Good Plus 
to Excellent (does have chips on edges) - does have some light fading to one side chassis - in a generally Good Plus blue and 
white striped lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £70 

1154. Dinky 961 Blaw-Knox Bulldozer - pale yellow, black arms and rollers with green rubber tracks, grey blade, light tan 
figure driver, metal tow hook - Good (does have chips to engine cover edges) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and 
white striped lift off lid box with inner tray. 

 £50 - £60 

1155. Dinky 981 Horse Box "British Railways Express Horse Box Hire Service" - maroon, red Supertoy hubs with black 
treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good (does have surface corrosion and loss of paint to one side protruding edges 
and panel) in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with "LF" flash to end. 

 £50 - £60 

1156. Dinky 287 Ford Transit "Police Accident Unit" - two-tone off white, orange, cast spun hubs - with accessories - Good 
Plus in a Good carded picture box and 980 Coles Hydra Crane Truck 150T - black, yellow cab, ballast and jib, cast hubs - Good 
Plus to Excellent (couple of very small chips on edges) in a Fair to Good (slightly faded) carded picture box with inner packing 
piece. (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1157. Dinky 279 Aveling Barford Diesel Roller - orange, silver rollers, yellow cab with light blue roof and base (harder 
variation to find) - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus to Excellent bubble pack and 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - orange, white hubs, 
figure driver - Excellent (very slight melting to front hubs) in a Poor to Fair bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1158. Dinky 262 Volkswagen "PTT" - yellow, black, grey interior, Speedwheels - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a 
Good (discoloured) bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1159. Dinky 454 Trojan "Drink Cydrax" - mid-green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good Plus (couple of 
small marks on bonnet) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

1160. Dinky Military 617 Set to include Volkswagen KDF with 50mm Pak Anti-Tank Gun - greyish-green, light grey 
hubs - (without shells) - overall condition is Near Mint, inner pictorial stand is generally Excellent in a Good Plus carded picture 
box - see photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1161. Dinky 40j Austin Somerset Saloon - blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - Good (does have 
some stains to roof and bonnet) in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box; 236 Connaught Racing Car - green, mid-green 
ridged hubs, red seat with figure driver, black flash, racing number 32 to sides and front - Good Plus in a Fair to Good yellow 
and red carded picture box and 322 Disc Harrow - yellow, red, bare metal rollers, tow hook - Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red 
carded picture box. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1162. Dinky 410 (25m) Bedford End Tipper - red cab, chassis and ridged hubs with cream back - Good Plus still a nice bright 
example that displays well in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 25m/410 
end flaps) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1163. Dinky 955 Fire Engine with extending ladder - red including Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres (one has flat spot), 
silver trim and ladders, metal tow hook - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and white striped 
lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1164. Dinky unboxed group to include Aveling Diesel Road Roller; Bedford End Tipper, Light Tank; Austin Covered Wagon; 
1954/5 Meccano Toys of Quality Catalogue; boxed British made "National" Petrol Pumps - conditions are generally Good to 
Good Plus in a Good Plus carded box; unboxed Timpo Toys Racer; Charbens Fire Engine plus others - unboxed items are 
generally Poor to Good - see photo. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1165. Dinky unboxed group to include "Space 1999" Eagle Freighter; Johnston Road Sweeper; Mercedes Truck and Trailer; 
AEC Articulated Car Transporter plus others, also includes some Corgi issues - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1166. Dinky 39b Oldsmobile - blue body, silver trim, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres - Good (does have some small chips 
on cab roof areas) still a bright example. 

 £30 - £40 
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1167. Dinky 39c Lincoln Zephyr - brown body, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus still a bright 
example. 

 £30 - £40 

1168. Dinky 39d Buick - grey body, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good still a bright example. 

 £30 - £40 

1169. Dinky 36f Jaguar SS100 - red body, maroon interior and tonneau, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres and 
29b Streamlined Coach - two-tone blue, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - conditions are generally Good to 
Good Plus still display well. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

1170. Dinky 40a (158) Riley Saloon - dark blue, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres (small baseplate 
lettering) - Good (does have small chips to most areas) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1171. Dinky 35a Saloon Car - mid-blue, silver trim, black solid wheels with open rear window - Good to Good Plus - see 
photo and 152b Reconnaissance Car - military green including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus. (2) 

 £35 - £45 

1172. Dinky boxed group to include 190 Rover 3500 - white, black including interior, Speedwheels; 201 Plymouth Stock 
Car - blue, red interior, racing number 34; 380 Customised Freeway Cruiser "Vampire" - blue with red and yellow flames, cast 
hubs and 417 Ford Transit "Motorway Services" - yellow, red interior, cast hubs, with accessories - conditions are generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1173. Dinky 917 Mercedes Truck and Trailer - finished in blue cab and chassis, yellow back with off white plastic 
canopies - (RARE) variation with blue plastic cab vent cover - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks 
around edges), inner pictorial stand is Good (some slight creasing) in a Poor carded picture box. 

 £40 - £50 

1174. Dinky 601 Military Austin Para-moke - green, light beige plastic canopy and interior, chrome spun hubs - with 
parachute and instruction leaflet - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) carded picture box and 772 
"British Road Signs" - set of 24 which are all generally Excellent to Near Mint in a generally Fair to Good yellow and red lift off 
lid presentation box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

Corgi Toys 

1175. Corgi 458 ERF Earth Dumper - red cab and chassis, yellow back, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent 
(couple of small chips on cab roof edge) still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box 
with collectors club folded leaflet and 468 "London Transport" Routemaster Bus "Outspan" - Good Plus in a Good to Good Plus 
(couple of small grubby marks) blue and yellow window box - see photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1176. Corgi 468 "London Transport" Routemaster Bus "Outspan" - red, cream interior, clear stairs, cast hubs - Excellent a 
lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1177. Corgi Catalogues a group to include 1969; 1970; 1977; 1985 plus others - includes some duplication - conditions are 
generally Good to Near Mint - see photo. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

1178. Corgi Shop Retail Window/Door Sticker "Corgi Toys" - red/yellow/black with white Corgi dog motif - unused - a pair 
generally Excellent to Near Mint with backing cards. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1179. Corgi Classics Shop Retail Card Display - x 6 "Classics 1950's" depicting four illustrated models with figures and one 
actual Corgi model - 810 1957 Ford Thunderbird (approximate size 42cm x 30cm) - each display with card fold-out stand - all 
are generally Excellent. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1180. Corgi 440 Ford Consul Cortina Super Estate Car - blue body, wood effect side panels, chrome bumpers, spun hubs 
with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (some light loss of chrome to bumper edges), inner pictorial 
stand is Good (slight discolouration) comes with golfer, caddie boy, bag and trolley - outer blue and yellow carded picture box is 
Fair but complete, comes with correct inner packing piece and collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1181. Corgi 344 Ferrari 206 Dino Sport - red body, white doors, black interior, light blue engine cover, red-spot wheels, racing 
number 30 - Excellent Plus in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and yellow window box (does have large mark to rear where 
flash has been removed) and 3 x unboxed to include Ford Consul Cortina Super Estate Car - blue, wood effect side panels, 
spun hubs, chrome bumpers; Whizzwheels Citroen SM - metallic pink, light blue interior and "Kojak Buick Police" 
Car - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1182. Corgi 311 Ford Capri V6 3-litre - fluorescent body, black interior, red-spot wheels - overall condition is generally 
Excellent Plus (couple of very small marks on lower edges) still a beautiful example in a Near Mint orange and yellow window 
box - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1183. Corgi 374 Jaguar Type E - pearlescent yellow body, brown interior, black base, chrome trim, Whizzwheels - Near Mint 
a beautiful example in a Good Plus orange and yellow window box with "New" flash - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1184. Corgi 202 Renault 16TS - blue body, yellow interior, chrome trim and base, grey plastic tow hook, 
Whizzwheels - Excellent Plus (very minor wear to rear decal) in an Excellent Plus orange and yellow window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1185. Corgi Whizzwheels - a pair (1) 301 Iso Grifo 7-litre - blue body, black bonnet, chrome trim - Near Mint in a Good to 
Good Plus orange and yellow window box (couple of small marks to front) and (2) 382 Porsche Targa 911S - light blue, black 
roof panel and interior, gold band - Near Mint in a Good Plus orange and yellow window box (does have some pen graffiti to 
front).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1186. Corgi 402 Ford Cortina "Police" Car - a pair of Whizzwheels (1) white body, black base, red interior, chrome front and 
rear bumpers and (2) same as (1) but dark red interior - conditions are Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good Plus 
orange and yellow window boxes (slight discolouration to cellophane).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1187. Corgi 373 Volkswagen 1200 "Police" Car a pair of Whizzwheels (1) white, black, red interior, blue roof light (without 
figures) and (2) same as (1) but with figures - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint nice bright examples in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent orange and yellow window boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1188. Corgi Whizzwheels - a pair of Datsun 240Z (1) 394 "John Morton" - white, red, cream interior, racing number 46 and (2) 
396 - red body, racing number 11 with unapplied decal sheet - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus orange and yellow windows boxes - see photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1189. Corgi Whizzwheels a pair (1) 284 Citroen SM - green body, light blue interior, chrome front and rear 
bumpers - Excellent Plus (slight loss of chrome to door handles) in a Good Plus orange and yellow window box; (2) 312 Marcos 
Mantis - red body, off white interior, silver trim - Near Mint in a Good Plus orange and yellow window box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1190. Corgi Whizzwheels a pair (1) 301 Iso Grifo 7-litre - blue body, black bonnet, off white interior - Near Mint (does have 
some small factory paint flaws to bonnet) in a Good Plus orange and yellow window box and (2) 388 Mercedes C111 - orange, 
black base and interior - Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent orange and yellow window box - displays well. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1191. Corgi Whizzwheels group (1) 301 Iso Grifo 7-litre - blue body, black bonnet, off white interior - Good (does have some 
pitting) in a Fair orange and yellow window box; (2) 316 Ford GT70 - green body, black engine cover, racing number 32 - Near 
Mint with unapplied decal sheet in a generally Good Plus to Excellent orange and yellow window box and (3) 509 Porsche 
Targa 911S "Police" Car - finished in white, red doors, bonnet and boot, black roof panel, orange interior "Polizei" side, front 
and rear labels - condition is generally Near Mint nice bright example in a Good to Good Plus orange and yellow window box. 
(3) 

 £80 - £100 

1192. Corgi Whizzwheels group (1) 164 Ison Bros "Wild Honey" Dragster - yellow; (2) 386 Bertone Runabout 
Marchetta - yellow, black and (3) 395 Fire Bug - orange, black interior, yellow ladders - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent orange and yellow window boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1193. Corgi Whizzwheels - a pair (1) 461 Range Rover "Police" - Vigilant - finished in white, red interior comes with 
accessories in dome and unapplied decal sheet - condition is generally Excellent Plus (couple of very small box rub wear marks 
to side) and (2) GS26 Gift Set to include Beach Buggy - finished in metallic purple, red interior, with figure driver and Sailing 
Boat on Trailer - red, white hull, blue sail, yellow trailer - condition is generally Near Mint in a Good slightly crushed orange and 
yellow window box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1194. Corgi 280 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - blue body, brown interior, silver base with Whizzwheels - overall condition is 
Excellent Plus (does have some pitting to bumpers) in a Good Plus to Excellent (slightly crushed) striped window box and 374 
Jaguar Type E V12 - pearlescent yellow body, dark brown interior, black base with Whizzwheels, chrome front and rear 
bumpers - Near Mint a beautiful example in an Excellent striped window box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1195. Corgi group 324 Ferrari Daytona 365 "JCB/Corgi" Le Mans - yellow, dish wheels; 343 Ford Capri - yellow, black trim; 
393 Mercedes 350SL - blue, pale blue interior, chrome trim and 409 Ford Cortina "Police" Car - white, red interior - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent (some small scuffs around edges) to Excellent Plus striped 
window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1196. Corgi Military group to include 907 SDKFZ Rocket Launcher - grey with loose rockets; 920 Bell Helicopter and 923 
Sikorsky Helicopter "Army" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) striped 
window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1197. Corgi a group to include 461 Range Rover "Police"; 297 Ford Escort "Police"; 1116 Refuse Wagon plus 
others - conditions are generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1198. Corgi 1127 Bedford Simon Snorkel Fire Engine - red, silver platform, yellow interior and basket with Fireman figures, 
cast hubs - Excellent still a lovely bright example, polystyrene tray is Good Plus to Excellent in an Excellent colourful blue and 
yellow lift off lid box with detailed picture (does have some scuffs around edges) - also comes accompanied with correct 
instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

1199. Corgi Juniors group to include 76 Old Macdonald Truck; 6 De Tomaso Mangusta plus others, also includes E2007 
Super Juniors Low Loader with Shovel load - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Good to Excellent (factory 
sealed) blister cards and window box - see photo. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1200. Corgi 263 Marlin Rambler Sports Fastback - red, black, cream interior, spun hubs, grey plastic tow hook; 324 
Marcos - blue, white bonnet stripes, wire wheels; another but white body (superdetailing decals) and unboxed Chevrolet 
Corvair - blue, spun hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus in Fair blue and yellow carded picture boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1201. Corgi group to include 217 Fiat 1800 - light blue, dark blue roof, spun hubs; 224 Bentley Continental Sports 
Saloon - two-tone black, silver, red interior, spun hubs with grey treaded tyres complete with spare wheel; 302 MGA Sports 
Car - green, cream seats, flat spun hubs and 438 Land Rover - green, grey plastic canopy, lemon interior, spun hubs, metal tow 
hook and unboxed Ford Consul - blue body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good in generally Fair 
carded boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1202. Corgi Classics 99901 Corgi Dog Shop Display - although overall condition is Good Plus to Excellent (one front foot is 
damaged) in a Fair plain white transit box and Corgi Classics issued wooden open/closed Sign with embossed clock (not 
checked if working) - overall condition is generally Good Plus - see photo. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1203. Corgi pre-production resin Priestman Cub Shovel - red including ballast, black jib with "Wimpey" rear decal - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1204. Corgi Classics pre-production Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Daniel Stewart" - maroon, white and black 
cab with resin trailer and Articulated Truck and Trailer "Michelin Tyres" - yellow and black cab with silver resin trailer. (2) 

 £60 - £80 
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1205. Corgi Classics a pair of Heavy Haulage pre-productions (1) "Allied" Low Loader - finished in orange, black and (2) 
"Annis & Co Ltd" - red, grey trailer with black and red resin unit - see photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1206. Corgi 1001 pre-production Dodge Angus - Firestreak "Airport Rescue" Truck - finished in green, yellow trim and 
wheels - many different features to standard issue including blacked out windows, solid red roof lights - sample print - see 
photo. 

 £50 - £70 

1207. Corgi Classics pre-production group to include (1) Thames Trader "Cadbury" - cream, black; (2) same as (1) "Corgi 
Collector 1997" - two-tone blue, yellow; (3) Bedford Type S "Esso" - red, white; and (4) Bedford "Cadbury's Cakes" - white, 
purple. (4) 

 £80 - £90 

1208. Corgi Classics pre-production group to include (1) ERF Tipper "Mid-Cheshire Group" - grey, black, red; (2) Foden 
Tipper "Cullimore" - green, black, silver tipper and (3) Bedford Type S Fire Truck (resin) - Cambridge Fire and Rescue 
Service - red, white, silver platform and filler caps, blue roof light. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1209. Corgi Classics pre-production group to include (1) Thames Trader Tanker "Gulf" - orange, blue (does require some 
slight attention to repair); (2) "Police Mobile Column" - dark green with white and red band and (3) same as (2) "Robson's 
Carlisle, London and Glasgow Service" - cream, maroon. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1210. Corgi Classics pre-production group (1) Open Back Delivery Truck "Iron City Beer" - brown, black; (2) Bedford Type S 
Covered Wagon "Tetley's" - dark blue and (3) Bedford Type S Delivery Truck "Worthington Bass" - blue, white roof, red wheels 
with crates. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1211. Corgi Classics pre-production group (1) ERF "Corgi Classics Limited August 1995" - yellow, blue with load; (2) Leyland 
"Shell Petroleum Products BP" - green, black, red and Articulated Truck and Trailer "Burlington Route" - cream, maroon. (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1212. Corgi Classics pre-production group (1) Scammell Low Loader "Pickfords" - blue, red, grey bed; (2) Scammell Scarab 
"Bulmer's Cider" - green, white roof, red with barrels and (3) Articulated Truck and Low Loader "Bourgey Montreuil" - dark 
green, black, red wheels, dark beige bed. (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1213. Corgi Classics pre-production group to include Land Rover "Pickfords"; Morris "Royal Mail" Van; Morris "National " Van; 
Articulated Truck and Trailer "Nickel Pate Road" and another "Corgi Classics". (5) 

 £80 - £90 

1214. Corgi (1/36th scale) - pre-production "Police" Cars to include Porsche 944; BMW x 2 (bright and dull orange stripes); 
Range Rover x 2 blue and yellow Battenberg and grey and yellow Battenberg - see photo. (5) 

 £70 - £90 

1215. Corgi Classics pre-production group Jaguar Mk.II "Buster"; Austin Healey - two-tone yellow, black plus others, also 
includes sample body shell with interior and windows only - see photo. (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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1216. Corgi Classics PCC Streetcar pre-production pair (1) "Pacific Electric 5024" - orange, red, silver and (2) "Public Service 
City Transit" - orange, beige, white, black.  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1217. Corgi Classics Buses pre-production group (1) Bedford Type O "Macbraynes" - green, red, cream; (2) same as (1) but 
AEC Regal and (3) "WRS" - dark green, black. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1218. Corgi Classics Buses pre-production group (1) Burlingham Seagull "Campbelltown" - maroon, red, cream; (2) MCW 
Single Decker "Western Welsh" - red, yellow band and (3) Duple Coach "Ellen Smith" - white, red. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1219. Corgi 430 Ford Thunderbird "Bermuda Taxi" - off white, red and yellow plastic canopy, silver and yellow interior with 
figure driver, spun hubs, silver trim to front and rear - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have a small chip to rear 
edge) in an Excellent Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1220. Corgi 317 Jaguar Type E "Competition Model" - chrome plated finish, black interior with figure driver, blue, white and 
black racing number 2 decal, wire wheels with black treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus in a generally Good Plus blue and 
yellow carded picture box with collectors club folded leaflet. 

 £50 - £60 

1221. Corgi 223 Chevrolet "State Patrol" Car - black body, lemon interior, grey plastic aerial, silver trim and side flashes, flat 
spun hubs with accessory packs applied - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (missing door labels) in a generally Good 
Plus to Excellent blue and yellow carded picture box (couple of small scuffs on edges) with correct inner packing piece - see 
photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1222. Corgi 210S Citroen DS19 - red body, grey base, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs (base has never been factory 
spun down) - therefore loose - condition is generally Excellent Plus a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent (couple 
of scuffs around edges) blue and yellow carded picture box - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 

1223. Corgi Military 901 Centurion Mark III Tank - camouflage, green rollers with black rubber tracks; 902 Medium 
Tank - camouflage, green rollers with black rubber tracks with missiles attached to sprue and 906 Saladin Armoured 
Car - green including hubs with black tyres, missiles attached to sprue - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good to Excellent carded picture boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1224. Corgi Military 900 Tiger Mark I Tank - camouflage, green rollers with black rubber tracks; 904 King Tiger 
Tank - camouflage, beige rollers with black rubber tracks, missiles attached to sprue and 905 SU-100 Russian Tank 
Destroyer - camouflage, grey plastic rollers with black rubber tracks, missiles attached to sprue - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair (complete) to Good Plus carded picture boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1225. Corgi Military 907 SDKFZ Rocket Launcher - grey including rollers with black rubber tracks, comes with one loose 
missile - otherwise Near Mint in a Good Plus striped window box and 908 AMX 30d Recovery Tank - green including rollers with 
black rubber tracks, comes with accessories in sealed dome - Near Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent, outer striped window box 
is Good Plus a nice bright example. (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1226. Corgi Military 903 Chieftain Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks, missiles attached to sprue; 904 King 
Tiger Mark II - camouflage, missiles attached to sprue; 920 Bell Helicopter - camouflage with missiles attached to sprue and 
923 Sikorsky Skycrane "US Army" Helicopter - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent striped window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1227. Corgi 1103 Chubb Pathfinder Airport Crash Tender - red, yellow interior, cast hubs, gold nozzle - overall condition 
appears to be generally Near Mint with yellow and grey pump in a Good (slightly crushed) striped window box and 1126 Dennis 
Simon Snorkel Fire Engine - red, white jib with yellow basket, chrome platform - Near Mint in a Good (crushed) striped window 
box). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1228. Corgi Military 908 AMX 30D Recovery Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks - comes with accessories 
in sealed dome - Mint in a generally Excellent to Near Mint (ex-shop stock) striped window boxes with outer transit carton - see 
photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1229. Corgi Military 908 AMX 30D Recovery Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks - comes with accessories 
in sealed dome - Mint in a generally Excellent to Near Mint (ex-shop stock) striped window boxes with outer transit carton - see 
photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1230. Corgi Military 908 AMX 30D Recovery Tank - green including rollers with black rubber tracks, comes with accessories 
in sealed dome - condition appears to be generally Mint, polystyrene trays and outer striped window boxes are Good Plus 
(ex-shop stock but do have some creasing) - come with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1231. Corgi original Shop Counter Display Stand - wooden frame and shelves with yellow, black, red and white perspex sign 
screwed to inner top (without glass) - overall condition is generally Good (could be better if slight time spent in cleaning) - see 
photo. 

 £200 - £300 

1232. Corgi early original free-standing wooden Shop Display Case with 2 x wooden flaps to rear for support - inner is 
finished in white with pale blue wooden shelves, also comes with "Corgi Toys and Dog" logo wooden sign - overall condition is 
generally Good (missing glass) - does require some slight attention in cleaning - see photo, approximately 48" x 32". 

 £260 - £320 

1233. Corgi original wall mounted wooden illuminated Shop Display Case - comes with yellow, red, black and white large 
perspex sign to top (light below) - untested comes with hinges and 2 x pieces of glass only and some brackets - overall 
condition is generally Good (could be better if time spent in cleaning) - approximately 48" x 42". 

 £260 - £320 

1234. Corgi 1119 Hovercraft SR-N1 - silver, blue, white, yellow plastics - Good Plus in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow 
lift off lid box and 1128 Priestman Luffing Shovel - orange cab, yellow base, metal rollers with black rubber tracks, grey jib and 
shovel - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus (does have some sticky to tracks) comes in a generally Good 
polystyrene base with blue and yellow lift off lid box with correct instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1235. Corgi 222 Renault Floride - dark red body, off white interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Excellent (couple of small 
marks down protruding edges) in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1236. Corgi 332 Lancia Fulvia Sport Zagato - blue body, chrome bumpers, cast hubs - Excellent (does have a couple of small 
chips on edges) in a Good to Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £60 - £70 

1237. Corgi 236 Austin A60 De-luxe Saloon "Motor School" - light blue, red interior and roof turning disc, silver trim and side 
flashes, spun hubs - Near Mint beautiful example in a Good Plus blue and yellow carded picture box with correct 
instruction/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1238. Corgi 275 Rover 2000 TC - green body, amber roof panel, brown interior, chrome front and rear bumpers, Golden 
Jacks take-off wheels - Excellent (does have some very small marks on wheelarches), inner carded tray is Excellent, outer blue 
and yellow window box with pictorial header is Good Plus still a nice bright example, also comes accompanied with collectors 
club folded leaflet - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1239. Corgi Whizzwheels group (1) 282 Mini Cooper Rally - white, black doors, bonnet and boot; (2) 303 Ford Capri "Roger 
Clark's" - white, black bonnet and interior, with instruction/collectors club folded leaflet; 306 Morris Marina 1.8 Coupe - light 
metallic brownish-red (slight fading) and (4) 378 MGC GT - red, black bonnet and interior - conditions are generally Good Plus 
to Excellent unless stated in generally Good to Good Plus orange and yellow window boxes (some have fading).  (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1240. Corgi 152S BRM Formula 1 Racing Car - turquoise, silver seat, flat spun hubs with accessory packs applied, racing 
number 3 - Fair to Good in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box; 317 Mini Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red body, 
white roof with chrome spotlight, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs, racing number 37 - Good (does have some 
superdetailing) in a Fair (complete) plain blue and yellow carded box and 328 Hillman Imp "Rallye Monte Carlo" - blue body, 
white side flashes, off white interior, silver trim, racing number 77, cast hubs - overall condition is generally Good (apart from 
surface corrosion to boot and suspension has dropped in a Fair (complete) plain blue and yellow carded box. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1241. Corgi 262 Lincoln Continental Executive Limousine - gold body, black roof, spun hubs - overall condition is generally 
Excellent Plus - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus (usual loss of paint to front and rear bumpers) in a Fair (complete) 
presentation window box; Dinky 451 Johnston Road Sweeper - orange, green, silver, cast hubs - Near Mint in a Good Plus 
carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1242. Corgi 237 Oldsmobile 88 County Sheriff Patrol Car - black & white body with original foil door labels, red roof light & 
interior, grey base, spun hubs - Mint apart from factory paint flaws to trunk in Excellent Plus very clean but just slightly creased 
blue/yellow box complete with original packing ring and incorrect late 1960's period "Join the Corgi Model Club" leaflet.  Superb 
example. 

 £100 - £120 

1243. Corgi Juniors unboxed group to include Jaguar Type E - blue body, red interior; Lotus Europa - metallic dark green, 
yellow plastics; Ford Escort Mk.1 Rally Car - steel blue, red interior, racing number 32 and Ford GT70 - orange, chrome 
interior - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint. (4) 

 £30 - £40 
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1244. Corgi Classics pre-production "Queen Elizabeth II" - 1952 to 2002 Golden Jubilee Coach with sample metal 
horses - overall condition is Fair (requires some repair and attention) with wooden display plinth.  

 £40 - £50 

1245. Corgi original black and white Publicity Still which can be seen on page 311 of the "Great Book of Corgi" - showing 100 
Formula 1 Cars on the grid Brands Hatch - also comes with a Ford News Release Letter plus Boeing 747 "BOAC" black and 
white Stills - these were sent to the Corgi factory to help with design and livery of the same model - original "BOAC" envelope 
containing five black and white stills - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1246. "James Bond" a group of 4 x unused Promotional Letterhead which was sent to Corgi for reference, includes "Live and 
Let Die", "The Man with the Golden Gun", "Moonraker" and "For Your Eyes Only" - conditions are generally Good to Near Mint. 
(4) 

 £40 - £50 

1247. Corgi Ephemera/Catalogue group which includes "Corgi Crime Fighters" double A4 colour sheet; 1975 catalogue; 
Corgi Rockets Circuit Assembly catalogue plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent, plus 2 x Corgi/Mettoy order 
forms (1) August 1973, (2) August 1975 and Formula 1 Racing Car/collectors club folded leaflet - see photo. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1248. Mettoy/Corgi a group of original Notes/Ephemera to include internal memos; press cuttings; "Mettoy World" Gazette, 
personal letter addressed to "Marcel Van Cleemput"; advertising releases plus much more - very interesting lot. (qty) 

 £70 - £90 

1249. Mettoy/Corgi a group to include pencil Sketches including Drag "Star", Gurable GT Race Car; Futuristic Car plus 
others - all original but unconfirmed artist/designer, includes some blue print working drawings 1970 Racing Track plus others 
including Laboratories Division all original former property of Marcel Van Cleemput - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

TV & Film Related 

1250. Corgi 926 "James Bond" - "Stromberg" Helicopter taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - black, yellow, amber 
windows - overall condition is generally Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good striped window box with pictorial header - also 
comes with some missiles attached to sprue - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1251. Corgi 926 "James Bond" - "Stromberg" Helicopter taken from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me" - black, yellow, amber 
windows - Excellent Plus in a Good striped window box (does have splits and tears to cellophane) - without missiles. 

 £40 - £50 

1252. Corgi "James Bond" Set of 7 "James Bond Collection 007" to include Moon Buggy, Lotus Esprit, Aston Martin DB5, 
"Moonraker" Space Shuttle; Toyota 2000 GT; Stromberg Helicopter and Citroen 2CV - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus presentation lift off lid boxes. (7) 

 £80 - £100 
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1253. Corgi "James Bond" group to include 4 x "James Bond Collection 007" to include Aston Martin DB5; Stromberg 
Helicopter plus others, also includes some later issues "Skyfall" Aston Martin "Die Another Day" Jaguar XKR plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

1254. Corgi Juniors group to include "James Bond" 41 Space Shuttle "Moonraker"; 2 x 60 "The Spy Who Loved Me" Lotus 
Esprit; 32 "The Saint" Jaguar XJS and 69 "Batman" - Batmobile - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Good 
to Excellent Plus blister cards (one comes with protective case).  (5) 

 £60 - £80 

1255. Corgi "James Bond" 92978 "Goldeneye" Ferrari 355 - red; "The Directors Cut" Lotus Esprit Turbo "For Your Eyes Only" 
and "The Professionals" Ford Capri with 2 x carded figures - models are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus 
window boxes (Professionals Capri has fading to box end).  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1256. Corgi 260 "Superman" - Buick "City Of Metropolis Police" Car - blue, white roof and side stripes, chrome trim - Near 
Mint (small marks to front and rear bumper edges) in a Good to Good Plus striped window box - still a bright example. 

 £35 - £45 

1257. Corgi 807 "The Magic Roundabout" - "Dougal's" Car - yellow body, grey base, red interior and plastic wheels with gold 
trim, comes complete with 3 x figures including Dougal - overall condition is Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a generally 
Excellent Plus blue and yellow window box with pictorial inner card and correct perspex packaging (box front has some very 
small splits) - still a beautiful example - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1258. Corgi 647 "Buck Rogers" - Starfighter - white, yellow pop-out wings, blue thrusters - Good Plus still a bright example in 
a Poor orange, black and yellow window box, detachable header card is Good - see photo. 

 £20 - £30 

1259. Corgi "The Italian Job" 36502 Gift Set to include Coach and 3 x Minis - finished in red, white and blue - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good window box - see photo. 

 £100 - £120 

1260. Hot Wheels (Mattel) a group to include "Batman" - "The Dark Knight Rises"; "Wonder Woman" plus others - much 
duplication - conditions are generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards (some have creases).  (22) 

 £60 - £70 

1261. Hot Wheels (Mattel) a group to include "Batman" - "The Dark Knight Rises"; "Wonder Woman" plus others - much 
duplication - conditions are generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards (some have creases).  (22) 

 £60 - £70 

1262. Hot Wheels (Mattel) a group to include "Batman" - "The Dark Knight Rises"; "Wonder Woman" plus others - much 
duplication - conditions are generally Mint on Excellent to Mint blister cards (some have creases).  (22) 

 £60 - £70 

1263. Hot Wheels (Mattel) "Batman" - "The Dark Knight Rises" - The Bat a group of 26 - all are generally Mint on Near Mint to 
Mint blister cards (some have slight creasing).  (26) 

 £50 - £70 
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1264. Hot Wheels (Mattel) - "Batman" - Batmobile taken from the "1966" TV Series - finished in black, red stripes - this 
(1/18th scale) is generally Mint in a Near Mint window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1265. Corgi GS40 "The Avengers" Gift Set to include (1) "John Steed's" Vintage Bentley - red, black, wire wheels, with John 
Steed figure and (2) "Emma Peel's" Lotus Elan S2 - white, black interior, spun hubs with "Emma Peel" figure - conditions are 
generally Good to Good Plus (Lotus does have some small paint touch-ins), inner pictorial stand is Good Plus (without 
umbrellas) in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box. 

 £90 - £110 

1266. Corgi 266 "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, Jeremy & Jemima" figures - Excellent 
Plus, inner plastic tray is Excellent (missing carded cloud display) - outer blue and yellow window box is Good (cellophane is 
crushed) - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1267. Corgi 802 "Popeye" - Paddle-wagon - white, red, blue, yellow including rear wheels (harder variation to find) - complete 
with all figures and chrome chimney stack - Excellent Plus a beautiful example, inner pictorial stand is Near Mint, outer blue and 
yellow window box is Good (some crushing to cellophane) with original polystyrene end packing pieces - see photo. 

 £140 - £160 

Miscellaneous 

1268. Minichamps (1/18th scale) Mercedes F1 Racing Car "Petronas" - silver, green, racing number 3, "Michael 
Schumacher" - Mint including window box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1269. Minichamps (1/18th scale) Mercedes F1 Racing Car "Petronas" - silver, green, racing number 3, "Michael 
Schumacher" - Mint including window box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1270. Minichamps (1/18th scale) Mercedes F1 Racing Car "Petronas" - silver, green, racing number 3, "Michael 
Schumacher" - Mint including window box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1271. Minichamps (1/18th scale) Mercedes F1 Racing Car "Petronas" - silver, green, racing number 3, "Michael 
Schumacher" - Mint including window box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1272. Model Icons (1/18th scale) Jaguar Mark 2 "Leicester and Rutland Constabulary" - "Police" Car - finished in white with 
blue, green and yellow door panels - comes complete with all roof accessories in bag - condition is Mint in a Near Mint carded 
box with polystyrene packaging complete with correct certificate - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 
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1273. Model Icons (1/18th scale) Jaguar Mark 2 "Leicester and Rutland Constabulary" - "Police" Car - finished in white with 
blue, green and yellow door panels - comes complete with all roof accessories in bag - condition is Mint in a Near Mint carded 
box with polystyrene packaging complete with correct certificate - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1274. Model Icons (1/18th scale) Jaguar Mark 2 "Leicester and Rutland Constabulary" - "Police" Car - finished in white with 
blue, green and yellow door panels - comes complete with all roof accessories in bag - condition is Mint in a Near Mint carded 
box with polystyrene packaging complete with correct certificate - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1275. Model Icons (1/18th scale) Jaguar Mark 2 "Leicester and Rutland Constabulary" - "Police" Car - finished in white with 
blue, green and yellow door panels - comes complete with all roof accessories in bag - condition is Mint in a Near Mint carded 
box with polystyrene packaging complete with correct certificate - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1276. Model Icons (1/18th scale) Jaguar Mark 2 "Leicester and Rutland Constabulary" - "Police" Car - finished in white with 
blue, green and yellow door panels - comes complete with all roof accessories in bag - condition is Mint in a Near Mint carded 
box with polystyrene packaging complete with correct certificate - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1277. Paragon Models (1/18th scale) Daimler V8-250 - finished in dark red, tan interior, chrome trim - this limited edition with 
certificate is generally Mint, polystyrene tray is Near Mint, outer carded sleeve with window is Excellent Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1278. Danbury Mint (1/24th scale) Aston Martin DB5 (1964) - finished in metallic dark red (maroon) with chrome 
trim - condition is generally Mint, comes with folded brochure and certificate - polystyrene tray is Near Mint with an Excellent 
Plus plain outer carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1279. Danbury Mint (1/24th scale) Aston Martin DB5 (1964) - dark metallic red (maroon), chrome trim - although condition 
appears to be Near Mint to Mint (one door is glued shut) in a generally Good Plus plain carded box, polystyrene tray is Near 
Mint. 

 £40 - £50 

1280. Sun Star (1/18th scale) 1005 Aston Martin DB5 (1963) - finished in silver-grey, chrome trim (The James Bond 
Car) - Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

1281. Kyosho (1/18th scale) Audi A8 Saloon - finished in silver, black tinted windows, chrome and silver trim - condition 
appears to be generally Near Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent in a Good to Good Plus carded box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1282. Quartzo (1/18th scale) Q9003 Lotus 49B "Gold Leaf" - 1st Monaco 1968 Grand Prix - red, gold, racing number 9, with 
figure driver - overall condition appears to be Near Mint (does require some very slight attention in dusting), polystyrene tray is 
Good Plus, plastic inner tray from box is Good Plus, outer window box with transit window card still attached is Good to Good 
Plus - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 
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1283. Autoart (1/18th scale) Aston Martin DB5 - finished in dark green, light beige interior, chrome and silver trim - overall 
condition is generally Near Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1284. Ricko Models (1/18th scale) - a pair Austin 7 De Luxe Saloon (1932) - (1) two-tone blue, black and (2) same as (1) but 
maroon, black - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint, plastic inner trays and card are Excellent, outer carded picture boxes 
are Fair to Good. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1285. Welly (Nex Models) - Aston Martin DB9 Coupe (1/18th scale) - silver-blue, chrome and silver trim, black interior - Near 
Mint in a Good Plus window box and 1/14th scale radio-controlled BMW Vision Efficientdynamics - finished in white, blue (BMW 
dealership issue) - contents appears to be Mint in an Excellent window box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1286. Kyosho (1/18th scale) Audi A8 Saloon - finished in Phantom Black, chrome and silver trim - Mint, polystyrene tray is 
Near Mint, outer black "Audi" box is Excellent Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1287. Franklin Mint (1/24th scale) Mercedes 196R Racing Car - finished in silver, tartan seat, white and red racing number 
18 - Mint in a Good Plus polystyrene case with a Good outer plain carded box, comes with correct paperwork - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1288. Franklin Mint (1/24th scale) Mercedes 300 SL - silver, chrome trim - Near Mint in a Fair polystyrene case. 

 £30 - £40 

1289. Franklin Mint (1/24th scale) Rolls Royce pair (1) 1929 Phantom I Cabriolet De Ville - blue, black (canopy requires slight 
attention in cleaning on side) otherwise Near Mint, polystyrene tray is Excellent with a Good plain outer box with correct 
paperwork and (2) Silver Ghost - finished in silver, black - Near Mint in a Good polystyrene case. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1290. Minichamps (1/12th scale) 122-016146 Honda NSR500 "Team Nastro Azzuro" - yellow, blue, white, racing number 
46 - condition appears to be generally Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent window box, also comes accompanied with 915-120011 
rigid perspex case for display which appears to be Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1291. Minichamps (1/24th scale) Motorcycles a group to include BMW R1100 RS plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint (some have very light damage), polystyrene trays are Excellent to Mint, outer carded boxes are 
Near Mint to Mint. (7) 

 £70 - £90 

1292. Minichamps (1/24th scale) Motorcycles a group to include BMW R1100R; BMW R1100 RS plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (some have very light damage), polystyrene trays are generally Excellent to Mint, outer 
carded boxes are Near Mint to Mint. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1293. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) - "Back to the Future" - Delorean DMC12 - finished in silver - this limited edition is generally 
Mint in an Excellent presentation box. 

 £40 - £50 
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1294. Onyx (1/43rd scale) - "Mansell World Champion 1992" 4-piece set - includes 2 x Ferrari and 2 x Canon Williams 
Renault - conditions appear to be Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus presentation box (Modeltime Exclusive) - limited 
0797/2000 - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1295. Motormax (1/18th scale) Chevrolet Impala Convertible - pale blue, red and off white interior, chrome trim - Mint in a 
Good window box. 

 £35 - £45 

1296. Slot Cars Scalextric C3664A "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5 taken from the film "Goldfinger"; C3621A Mercedes F1 
"Nico Rosberg" and SCX Honda "Ayrton Senna" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including presentation 
boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1297. A mixed group to include (1/28th scale) Kyosho Aston Martin; Braha (1/24th scale) Bentley Continental GT3; True 
Scale Miniatures "Ayrton Senna" (1/18th scale) figure plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Fair to Excellent boxes and rigid perspex cases. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

1298. Corgi Aviation Archive AA34604 De Havilland Mosquito FBVI (1/32nd scale) - Mint in a Near Mint polystyrene case and 
outer lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1299. Corgi Aviation Archive pair (1) AA31209 Avro Vulcan Bomber (1/144th scale) and AA35603 Hawker Siddeley Nimrod 
Prototype "Royal Aircraft Establishment" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint lift off lid 
boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1300. Corgi Aviation Archive AA33903 (1/32nds scale) Supermarine Spitfire - contents appear to be generally Mint in an 
Excellent presentation lift off lid box (couple of small scuffs around edges). 

 £40 - £50 

1301. Corgi Aviation Archive AA35502 (1/32nd scale) Hawker Hurricane - contents appear to be generally Mint in a Good 
Plus to Excellent lift off lid box (does have some small scuffs around edges). 

 £40 - £50 

1302. Corgi Aviation Archive AA33907 (1/32nd scale) Supermarine Spitfire Mk.I - contents appear to be generally Mint in a 
Good Plus presentation lift off lid box. 

 £40 - £50 

1303. Oxford (1/72nd scale) Aircraft group to include 72DR002 Dragon Rapide; 72PM001 Puss Moth; 72DR009 Dragon 
Rapide - plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation lift off lid boxes, outer carded 
sleeves are Good Plus to Near Mint - some duplication. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1304. Gemini/Dragon a group of mainly (1/400th scale) Aircraft including "British Airways" - Airbus A380; "Qantas"; 747 
"Federal Express" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(15) 

 £120 - £150 
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1305. Hot Wheels (1/18th scale) Ferrari "Grand Prix of Brazil 2006" - red, black, also comes with "Michael Schumacher" 
figure and helmet all mounted on clear perspex plinth - overall condition is generally Excellent (does requires slight attention in 
cleaning) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

1306. Matchbox Twin-packs to include Super King and GT (Superfast) models - includes Super Kings Datsun; Volvo Estate 
Car; Volkswagen Golf plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus window 
boxes. (7) 

 £80 - £100 

1307. Matchbox Super Kings group to include K18 Ford Articulated Tipper; EM9 Low Loader with "Coastguard" Helicopter; 
CS-10 Low Loader with Excavator plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1308. Matchbox Super Kings group to include K168 Porsche 911 Carrera 4; K167 Ford Transit "Surf Sun"; K25 Excavator 
with Plough plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint window 
boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1309. Matchbox Superfast Gift Sets a group to include MC804 "Circus Circus"; MC15 "Motorcity" - "Fire"; MC23 "Porsche"; 
MC17 "British Airways"; MC24 "The Red Arrows" and GF140 "Graffic Traffic" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1310. Matchbox Superfast "James Bond" - a pair (1) "A View to a Kill" Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - Mint in a Good Plus (factory 
sealed) window box and (2) "Licence to Kill" 4-piece Gift Set to include Peterbilt Tanker, Aircraft, Helicopter and 
Pick-up - conditions appear to be generally Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent presentation window box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1311. Matchbox Superfast a group of later issues to include MB11 Lamborghini Countach; MB44 Skoda Rally; MB60 Ford 
Transit "XP Express Parcel Systems"; MB16 Land Rover "Royal Navy" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint (factory sealed) window boxes. (21) 

 £80 - £100 

1312. Matchbox Superfast group of later issues to include MB25 Audi Quattro; MB69 Corvette; MB Rover "Police" Car; MB58 
Pick-up plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Mint gold window boxes with yellow, red and 
white flashes - see photo. (29) 

 £90 - £110 

1313. Matchbox Superfast group of later issues to include MB24 Nissan 200ZX Turbo; MB21 Breakdown Truck; MB72 Ford 
Supervan plus others, also includes 6 x "My First Matchbox" and 2 x Convoy Series to include "Sky" Peterbilt Truck, Trailer and 
Mobile Unit - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Mint (factory sealed) window boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

1314. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y20 Mercedes 540K; Y61 Cadillac Fire Engine; Y27 Foden Steam 
Wagon; Y32 Yorkshire Steam Wagon plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to 
Mint window boxes (apart from a few which are only Fair to Good Plus) - see photo. (30) 

 £60 - £80 
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1315. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y27 Foden Steam Wagon and Trailer "Frasers"; Y12 Stephenson's 
Rocket; Y12 Ford Model T "Hoover"; Y18 Cord plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint window boxes and presentation cases with outer carded sleeves (where 
applicable).  (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1316. Matchbox Dinky The Collection a group to include DYS17 Dolomite; DYS10 Mercedes Omnibus; DY9 Land Rover; 
DY20 Triumph TR4 Sports Car plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint 
presentation and window boxes. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1317. Matchbox Dinky The Collection group to include DY18 Jaguar Type E; DY16 Ford Mustang Fastback; DY7 Cadillac 
Coupe Deville; DY3 MGB GT plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint window boxes (apart from one which is only Fair to Good).  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

1318. Corgi Classics a group of mainly 2-piece Gift Sets to include 97070 "Silver Service"; D41/1 "Barton"; 97053 "York 
Brothers" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes.  (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

1319. Corgi Classics group of Gift Sets to include 97735 "Cumbrian"; 97700 "Jaguar Through the Years"; 97695 "Abingdon" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1320. Corgi Classics a group of Buses and Trams to include 98460 Yellow Coach "New York's Worlds Fair"; 33801 Bedford 
"Titfield Thunderbolt"; D949/23 "Howard's Tours" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good (slight crushing) to Excellent Plus boxes - see photo. (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

1321. Corgi Classics a group of mainly Commercials including C1143/2 American La France Aerial Rescue Truck; 19301 
"Golden Oldies" Bedford "Lyons Swiss Rolls" plus others - conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent boxes. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1322. Corgi Classics "Chipperfield's Circus" - group to include 11201 ERF Truck with animal cages; 97303 Bedford 
Articulated Truck and Trailer; 97887 Bedford Articulated Horse Box; 31703 4-piece Gift Set plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £110 - £130 

1323. Corgi Classics group of earlier issues to include C859/11 Thornycroft "Lea & Perrins"; C864/4 Ford Model T "National 
Benzole" Tanker plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to 
Excellent grey window boxes. (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

1324. Corgi Classics a group of earlier issue Commercials including 97082 Bedford Pantechnicon "Pickfords"; (Code 3) 
Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties"; D897 AEC Forward Control "GWR" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent grey window boxes (includes a couple of Code 3 issues).  (11) 

 £60 - £70 
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1325. Corgi Classics a group of earlier issue Buses including Q949 Bedford "Southern Vectis"; "Devon General"; "East 
Yorkshire"; C858 Thornycroft "Sandeman" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent grey window boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

1326. Lledo a group which includes "The Royal Air Force" 3-piece Gift Set; "Darling Buds of May"; "The Dandy" 2-piece Gift 
Set; "Bunty" 2-piece Gift Set plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint 
packaging (some come with outer mail-away transit cartons) - see photo. (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

1327. Ertl a group to include 7709 "Caterpillar" Delivery Car Bank; 2416 Caterpillar D6 Tractor; 1011 "RAF" Rescue 
Helicopter; 1518 Space Shuttle and Boeing 747 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally 
Good to Mint blister cards and boxes - see photo. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

1328. Corgi group of Commercials to include 1114 Mercedes Gritter with Plough; C79 2-piece Set to include Jeep/Saab 9000 
"Fly Virgin" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent 
window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1329. Corgi Vanguards/Lledo a group to include VA08905 Austin 1800; VA06513 Rover 3500 plus others, also includes 
3-piece Gift Set "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II" - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex 
outer carded sleeves and presentation box. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1330. Corgi Juniors a group of late issues including "Transporter" Set; "City" Set with accessories; "Parcel Force" - others 
include Jaguar XJS, Ford Capri plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes and 
blister cards. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1331. Bburago (1/18th scale) group to include 3008 Alfa Romeo Spider; Rolls Royce Camargue (1/22nd scale) plus others, 
also includes Hallmark (1/24th scale) Williams Renault Formula 1 Racing Car - and some modern (approximately 1/32nd scale) 
vehicles including Morris Minor - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent window 
boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1332. Corgi (1/36th scale) Minis a group to include C330/9 "City"; C330/8 "Mayfair" plus others, also includes "Mini Special 
Edition" 93715 3-piece Gift Set - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. 
(5) 

 £40 - £50 

1333. Corgi/Corgi Classics a group to include 97803 "Hull" Citybus; 96757 "Lovejoy" Morris Minor Convertible; 97916 
Scammell Scarab "10th Anniversary Corgi Collectors Club"; 59530 Volvo "Guinness" Tanker, plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint window and carded presentation boxes - see photo. (21) 

 £60 - £70 

1334. A mixed group to include Oxford Diecast "Mini 50th Anniversary" - gold; "Top Gear" Amphibious Car Challenge; Luxury 
Diecast "USA" President Limousine; Matchbox Super Kings K15 "Berlin" Bus; Matchbox Series "40th Anniversary" 5-piece Set; 
Imperial Diecast "Road Burners" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Mint boxes (including some 
mail-away transit cartons).  (33) 

 £50 - £60 
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1335. EFE (1/76th scale) a group to include "The Tate & Lyle Story" Gift Set Issue 1 and 3; "The Rank Hovis Story" Issue 2; 
"Fisherman's Friend" plus 12102 "East Yorkshire"; 10114 "Bradford" and Original Omnibus "Stagecoach" - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes and rigid perspex case. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

1336. Dinky (Atlas Editions) 412 Austin Openback Wagon; 432 Guy Warrior Flat Truck; 434 Bedford TK Crash 
Truck - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including boxes, comes with all certificates of authenticity. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1337. Dinky (Atlas Editions) group of Guy Vans to include 514 "Spratts"; "Slumberland"; "Lyons"; 920 "Heinz" and 512 Flat 
Truck - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including lift off lid boxes, all come with correct certificates of 
authenticity. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1338. Dinky (Atlas Editions) a group to include 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with chains; 943 Leyland Octopus "Esso" 
Tanker; 943 Leyland Octopus Wagon plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint including lift off lid boxes, all come 
with correct certificates of authenticity. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1339. French Dinky (Atlas Editions) a group to include 32e Berliet Fire Engine; 588 Berliet Delivery Truck; 25jj Ford 
"Calberson"; 587 Citroen Type H "Philips" plus others, comes with some certificates of authenticity - also included is yellow and 
red tin - see photo. (9) 

 £80 - £100 

1340. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y12 Thomas Flyabout; Y9 Simplex; Y12 Ford Model T; Y18 Atkinson 
Steam Wagon, plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint window boxes (apart 
from 3 x woodgrain which are only Fair to Good).  (30) 

 £40 - £50 

1341. Dinky 284 "London" Taxi - black, cast hubs; 430 Johnson 2-ton Dumper - yellow, orange, cast hubs - conditions are 
generally Excellent in Fair window boxes and 2 x Matchbox (Dinky The Collection) DY8 Commer and DY27 Chevy 
Convertible - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (4) 

 £25 - £35 

1342. "Thunderbirds" - (circa 2004) made under licence from Universal Studios large scale plastic "Thunderbird 2" - taken 
from the film of (2004) - finished in green, yellow - this large scale issue appears to be generally Mint, comes with DVD plus 
various ephemera - inner packaging is Near Mint, outer transit carton is Excellent - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1343. Britains Ltd 9745 155mm Gun - finished in green with drab green hubs, comes with accessories including shells and 
plunger (missing one shell) - otherwise condition is Excellent Plus including inner carded tray, outer carded box is Good (does 
have scuffs and tears to edges) complete with correct inner packing pieces. 

 £70 - £80 

1344. Britains Ltd 9726 American Civil War Field Gun - finished in brown, grey, gold barrel - Near Mint including inner 
pictorial stand, outer carded picture box is Good Plus; 9730 4.7 Naval Gun - green including wheels - Excellent including inner 
pictorial stand in a Good carded box and 4675 Catapult with figure - Excellent Plus including inner carded tray, outer window 
box is Fair (cellophane needs replacing).  (3) 

 £70 - £80 
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1345. Lion Car 38 DAF Bus - finished in two-tone white, yellow, grey trim, off white interior - overall condition is generally 
Good Plus (does have some roof marks) in a Good yellow and blue carded box and Schuco 317918 Mercedes 0303 
Coach - two-tone white, red, silver-grey interior, chrome trim - Near Mint in a Good Plus carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1346. A mixed group which includes Bburago (1/24th scale) Jaguar XK120 Bugatti Atlantic - both are generally Mint in Near 
Mint to Mint boxes; Budgie Toys 236 London Transport Routemaster Bus - Near Mint in a Good Plus yellow and black carded 
picture box; Corgi 2 x 469 Routemaster Bus to include "Say The Leeds and You're Smiling" - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in 
Good (slightly crushed) to Good Plus window boxes; Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y5 Talbot Van - Mint in a Good Plus 
window box; Corgi unboxed Bedford TK Tipper - red cab and chassis, yellow back - Good, plus a quantity of other related 
diecast including Matchbox Regular Wheel and Superfast plus miscellaneous items - conditions are generally Poor to Good 
Plus in generally Poor to Fair boxes (some without) - see photo. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1347. Tootsietoy (Roadmaster JR) 1746 metal and plastic Gift Set to include Minibus, Volkswagen, Car Transporter and 
three small Cars - conditions are Mint in a Near Mint (factory sealed) presentation window box. 

 £50 - £60 

1348. Mercury 69 "Jack's Demon" Dragster - white body, black interior, chrome trim - overall condition is Near Mint in a Mint 
presentation window box with detailed picture sides, complete with correct foam packaging (ex-shop stock) - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1349. Mebetoys A30 Iso Riwalta S4 - metallic blue body, brown interior, cast hubs - Near Mint beautiful unboxed example. 

 £40 - £50 

1350. Politoys 525 Ferrari 250 Le Mans Pininfarina - silver body with red and white stripes, racing number 12, cast wire 
wheels, dark brown interior - overall condition is generally Near Mint (very slight wear to racing stripe decals) - see photo. 

 £30 - £40 

1351. Minic Ships (Hornby) a group to include M704 "SS United States"; M703 "RMS Queen Mary"; M702 "RMS Queen 
Elizabeth" and M715 "RMS Canberra" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
presentation cases. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1352. Minic Ships (Hornby) a group to include M741 "HMS Vanguard"; M745 "Charnhorst; M743 "USS Missouri"; M742 
"Bismarck"; M751 "HMS Bulwark" and M744 "Yamato" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to 
Near Mint presentation window boxes. (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1353. Minichamps Military (1/35th scale) 350-011170 SDKFZ Semi-Track Personnel Carrier - finished in camouflage - Mint, 
polystyrene packaging is Near Mint, outer carded picture box is Good Plus - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1354. Minic Ships (Hornby) - Naval Harbour Set includes 2 x Warships plus various accessories - condition is generally Near 
Mint to Mint complete with inner colour folded leaflet and card, polystyrene base and lift off lid box are Good Plus and 6 x 
Waterline models to include "HMS Dragon", "HMS Daring" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £80 
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1355. Forces of Valor (1/32nd scale) 801008A German Anti-Tank Artillery Krupp Flak 36 with Flak 36 Gun Barrel and 
Trailer - Mint including window box with outer carded sleeve. 

 £50 - £60 

1356. Forces of Valor (1/32nd scale) British Sherman Firefly VC - Mint including window box, outer carded sleeve is Near 
Mint (couple of small creases) - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1357. Forces of Valor (1/32nd scale) M4A3 Sherman Tank with Accessories and US M1A1 Abrams (accessories are 
loose) - otherwise conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint window boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1358. Solido 231 Sherman M4 Tank - a pair (1) finished in grey; (2) finished in brownish-grey - missing aerials otherwise 
Near Mint in Good Plus to Excellent carded picture boxes - unboxed Bussing - Good Plus (missing plastics); Crescent 1251 
Howitzer; 1251 5.5 Medium Gun and 1249 Quick Firing Gun with missiles attached to sprue - conditions are generally Excellent 
Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1359. Britains group to include Naval Gun; 3 x Kubelwagen; Austin Champ plus various Field Guns and others - conditions 
vary from Fair to Excellent (comes with two boxes only which are Poor to Fair).  (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1360. Plastic Kits a group to include Italeri 6870 Battlefield Accessories; Airfix 1808 Military Series Strongpoint; 51508-7 
Desert Outpost; 51459 British Infantry Support Group plus some other later issues - conditions appear to be generally Good 
Plus to Mint (none checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

1361. Britains 9787 "Army Group" Set to include Land Rover with Field Gun Trailer - finished in green with beige and green 
plastic hubs, comes with loose shells, 2 x figures - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example that 
displays well, plastic tray is Excellent, outer camouflage box is Good to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1362. Benbros (Zebra Toys) Royal Coach miniature model - finished in gold carriage, 8 x white and red horses with 4 x 
outriders - a group of 9 which appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint (ex-shop stock) boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1363. Benbros (Zebra Toys) Royal Coach miniature model - finished in gold carriage, 8 x white and red horses with 4 x 
outriders - a group of 9 which appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint (ex-shop stock) boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1364. Benbros (Zebra Toys) Royal Coach miniature model - finished in gold carriage, 8 x white and red horses with 4 x 
outriders - a group of 9 which appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint (ex-shop stock) boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1365. Benbros (Qualitoy) State Landau miniature model - finished in chrome carriage, 4 x horses finished in white, red and 
black, 2 x outriders and carriage footmen - all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including boxes (ex-shop stock).  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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1366. Benbros (Qualitoy) State Landau miniature model - finished in chrome carriage, 4 x horses finished in white, red and 
black, 2 x outriders and carriage footmen - all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint including boxes (ex-shop stock).  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1367. Benbros (Mighty Midget) 15 Vespa Scooter (Type 3) - a group of 6 (3 x blue, 3 x green) all have red plastic 
hubs - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (without riders).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1368. Benbros (Mighty Midget) 15 Vespa Scooter (Type 3) - a group of 6 (3 x blue, 3 x green) all have red plastic 
hubs - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (without riders).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1369. Crescent 1303 Royal State Coach - finished in gold - a group of 8 which all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent (slight crushing) to Near Mint presentation boxes (ex-shop stock).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

1370. Corgi CC99125 "Gibb's of Fraserburgh" - limited edition Truck Set to include 3 units and trailer - condition appears to 
be generally Mint in a Good Plus (some scuffs around edges) presentation box. 

 £50 - £60 

1371. Corgi CC99165 "Hauliers of Renown) - "Lord of the Isles" - 2-piece Gift Set "D.R. Macleod" - condition appears to be 
generally Mint in a Good Plus presentation box (couple of small scuffs to edges). 

 £50 - £60 

1372. Corgi CC99165 "Hauliers of Renown) - "Lord of the Isles" - 2-piece Gift Set "D.R. Macleod" - condition appears to be 
generally Mint in a Good Plus presentation box (couple of small scuffs to edges). 

 £50 - £60 

1373. Corgi "The Aviation Archive" AA99170 (1/72nd scale) - "RAF" 4-piece Set - "No.1 Squadron" Through the Ages 
includes Hurricane, Meteor, Hawker Hunter and Harrier - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a Good to Good 
Plus presentation lift off lid box (does have scuffs to edges) - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1374. Western Models CA1A Bristol 170 Superfreighter (Silver City) - white, blue, silver - overall condition is Mint in a Near 
Mint presentation lift off lid box with outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

1375. Western Models CA3A Lockheed Super Constellation - "Lufthansa" - white, blue, silver - Mint in a Near Mint 
presentation lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1376. Western Models CA3F Lockheed Super Constellation "Air France" - white, silver, blue - condition is Good (does have 
some grubby marks and slight wear to decals) in a Near Mint presentation box with outer transit carton. 

 £30 - £40 

1377. Western Models CA12A Airspeed Ambassador "BEA" - red, white, silver - Mint in an Excellent (slight crushing to lid) 
presentation box with outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 
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1378. Western Models CA2A Douglas DC7 "Seven Seas" - "BOAC" - white, blue, black, silver - Near Mint including 
presentation lift off lid box with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1379. Western Models CA18A Avro York "BOAC" - silver with "G-A GSN" lettering - Mint in a Near Mint presentation lift off lid 
box with outer transit carton - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1380. Western Models CA7A Tupolev "Aeroflot" - white, silver, blue, red - overall condition appears to be generally Excellent 
Plus in a Near Mint presentation lift off lid box - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

1381. Maritime Wings "Hawaii Mars" - two-tone red, white - Mint, polystyrene packaging is Excellent in a Good to Good Plus 
plain white lift off lid box with label to side - see photo. 

 £80 - £90 

1382. LSR Productions Record Car - white metal made "City of Salt Lake" - red - Mint in a Good plain white box with 
label - see photo. 

 £60 - £80 

1383. Benbros (Qualitoy) Stephenson's Rocket Locomotive - finished in green and bronze - overall condition is generally 
Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box. 

 £30 - £50 

1384. Benbros (Qualitoy) Motorcycle and Sidecar "AA Patrol" - finished in black, yellow and silver bike with yellow 
sidecar - complete with figure rider - overall condition is generally Good (sidecar does have loss of paint on most edges) - in a 
generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small scuffs around edges) carded colour picture box - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1385. A Modern Product (Morestone) Wolseley "Police" Car - black, silver with aerial - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus colourful 
carded picture box. 

 £50 - £70 

1386. Universal Hobbies (1/16th scale) Ferguson TEA-20 1958 - this tractor unit is finished in red, green, black rubber 
tracks - model is believed to be Mint (still factory sealed in polystyrene packaging) in a Near Mint carded box. 

 £40 - £50 

1387. Hot Wheels (Mattel) - Redline vintage tinplate Badges a large group to include Hot Heap; Ferrari 312P; King Kuda; 
Lola GT70; Custom Eldorado plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair (most have rusting to backs) - duplication - see 
photo. (approximately 250) 

 £60 - £80 

1388. Hot Wheels (Mattel) - Redline vintage tinplate Badges a large group to include Hot Heap; Ferrari 312P; King Kuda; 
Lola GT70; Custom Eldorado plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair (most have rusting to backs) - duplication - see 
photo. (approximately 250) 

 £60 - £80 
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1389. WSI Models (1/50th scale) DAF XF460 Euro 6 "Richard Healey Removals Ltd" - finished in white, blue - overall 
condition appears to be generally Mint in a Good Plus (scuffs to edges) silver presentation window box with correct certificate. 

 £70 - £80 

1390. Tekno (1/50th scale) Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer "Shore Porters Society" - blue, red, white (aerofoil is loose 
but present) - otherwise condition is Near Mint in a Good window box (couple of small splits to cellophane). 

 £40 - £50 

1391. IMC Models (Mammoet Collectables) - Mammoet Trojan 8870 (1/50th scale) Truck - finished in red, white, 
grey - condition appears to be generally Mint including rigid perspex case and outer carded sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 

1392. Corgi CC99902 "Flying Scotsman & Tender" - finished in green, black - overall condition appears to be generally Mint 
in a Good Plus presentation lift off lid box (does have scuffs to edges). 

 £40 - £50 

1393. Corgi CC12403 Volvo FH 4-axle Ballast Tractor x 2 Nicolas Bogies "Heanor" - this "Heavy Haulage" issue is generally 
Mint in an Excellent presentation lift off lid box. 

 £50 - £60 

1394. Corgi Classics Fire Related group to include 97395 American La France "Vero Beach"; 97389 Chevrolet "Chicago Fire 
Chief"; 98486 Mack Pumper "Paxtonia" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (all have been removed 
from box at some time) in generally Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1395. Corgi Classics Fire Engines group to include 54801 E-One Pumper "Town of Fishers"; 98452 White Tanker "Voluntary 
Fire Dept"; 98450 Mack Pumper "Chicago" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent boxes (models have been removed from boxes at some time).  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1396. Corgi Classics Fire Engine group to include 97395 AEC Ladder "Cardiff"; 97399 Simon Snorkel "Cleveland County Fire 
Brigade"; 97353 AEC Ladder "Dublin" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus 
to Near Mint boxes (some models have been removed from boxes at some time) - see photo. (12) 

 £80 - £100 

1397. Corgi Classics Fire Related group to include 97355 AEC Pump "Nottingham"; 21802 "Hong Kong"; 97352 AEC Ladder 
"Staffordshire" plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes (models have 
been removed at some time).  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1398. Corgi Classics group of Fire Aerial Ladder Trucks including 52101 Mack "Long Beach"; 51801 La France "Lionel" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus boxes (models 
have been removed at some time).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1399. Corgi Classics Fire American La France Aerial Ladder Trucks to include 97398 "Jersey City"; 97320 plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes (models have been 
removed at some time).  (4) 

 £50 - £70 
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1400. Corgi Classics Fire Related group to include 53801 Mack Ladder "Allentown"; US50402 Huey Helicopter "Los 
Angeles"; US50501 Seagrave "Columbus" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes (all models have been removed at some time).  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1401. Corgi Classics Fire Related group to include 57405 E1 Pumper "Hazel Crest"; 51502 La France "Bethpage" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes (all have been removed 
from box at some time).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

1402. Corgi Fire Related group to include 52403 Mack Pumper "Corpus"; 53602 Mack Wrecker "Chicago"; 54903 Ladder 
"Bartlett" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent Plus to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby and creased) to Good 
Plus window boxes (some models have been removed at some time).  (9) 

 £90 - £110 

1403. Corgi group to include "Heritage" Collection 74403 Citroen "Pompiers"; 07106 Land Rover "West Sussex"; 22703 
Bedford "Isle of Wight" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes and rigid perspex case (some have slight crushing) - some models have been removed at some time. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

1404. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "Fire Engine Series" group to include YYM35810; YSFE01 Ahrens Fox; YS46 
Merryweather Steam Pumper plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
Plus boxes (some models are only loose within boxes) - see photo. (15) 

 £80 - £110 

1405. Conrad 5504 Fire Engine - red, white, silver platform - Near Mint in a Good Plus box and 280927 Volvo "747" Fire 
Engine - yellow, red, blue - Near Mint in a Good Plus box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1406. Conrad 5506 E-One Fire Engine - red, white, silver including platform; Gama Iveco - red, silver, blue roof lights; 
(Czechoslovakia) Tatra (plastic) - white, red, blue roof lights and Russian made vintage Fire Truck - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus carded and window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1407. Fire Related group to include Solido 4553 Peugeot 203 "Pompiers"; 2106 Peugeot "Ville De Paris"; Eligor 1212 Ford 
"Pompiers"; Code 3 Collectables Seagrave, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent 
boxes and rigid perspex cases - see photo. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1408. Corgi 1118 Chubb Pathfinder Airport Fire Service - red, chrome platform - Good to Good Plus in a Fair orange, black 
and yellow window box; Matchbox Super Kings EM-10 Snorkel Fire Engine - red, white, cream - Excellent in a Good Plus 
presentation box and EM-3 Jaguar XJ6 "Police" Car - Good Plus in a Good Plus presentation window box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

1409. Britains 9736 Naval Cannon - overall condition appears to be generally Excellent with figures in a generally Good Plus 
window box, inner pictorial stand is Excellent (cannon and figures are loose within box) - also comes with outer carded sleeve 
and 9726 American Civil War Field Gun - finished in brown, bronze - grey plastic wheels comes with some loose shells - Near 
Mint, inner pictorial stand is Excellent, outer carded picture box is Good. (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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1410. Dinky (Dublo Dinky) 061 Ford Prefect - tan body - Fair in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box; 067 Austin 
"Taxi" - two-tone pale cream, blue, silver trim, black interior, base and knobbly plastic wheels - Fair to Good in a Fair to Good 
(complete) yellow and red carded picture box; 068 Morris "Royal Mail" Delivery Van - red, knobbly grey plastic wheels - Fair 
including yellow and red carded picture box and 071 Volkswagen "Hornby Dublo" Delivery Van - yellow, silver trim, knobbly 
black plastic wheels - Fair including plain yellow and red carded box. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1411. Dinky 187 De Tomaso Mangusta - fluorescent, white, black interior, cast hubs, racing number 7; 208 
Volkswagen/Porsche 914 Sports Car - yellow, black base and interior, cast hubs and 224 Mercedes C111 - metallic red, black 
base, off white interior, cast hubs - conditions are Good to Good Plus still bright examples in Fair to Good rigid perspex cases. 
(3) 

 £70 - £90 

1412. Dinky 154 Ford Taunus 17M - pale yellow body, white roof, red interior, chrome trim - Good Plus in a Good rigid 
perspex case and 213 Ford Capri Rally Car - metallic red, black bonnet, yellow interior, cast hubs, chrome trim, racing number 
20 - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a Good rigid perspex case. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1413. Dinky 129 Volkswagen 1300 Sedan - blue body, off white interior, chrome spun hubs - Excellent Plus lovely bright 
example in a generally Good to Good Plus rigid perspex case. 

 £40 - £50 

1414. Dinky 153 Aston Martin DB6 - finished in aqua body, off white interior, chrome trim, cast wire wheels - overall condition 
is generally Excellent a lovely bright example of a harder colour variation to find in a generally Good rigid perspex case. 

 £50 - £60 

1415. Dinky 161 Ford Mustang Fastback - yellow body, pale blue interior, chrome trim and pointed spun hubs - Good Plus to 
Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) in a generally Good Plus rigid perspex case and 190 Monteverdi 375L - dark 
metallic red, white interior, chrome and silver trim, cast hubs - Excellent (couple of small chips on edges) in a Good to Good 
Plus  rigid perspex case. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1416. Dinky 158 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow - metallic red, off white interior, cast spun hubs - Good to Good Plus in a Good 
rigid perspex case and 175 Cadillac Eldorado - purple body, black hood, yellow interior, chrome trim, cast hubs - Excellent in a 
Good (slightly cracked) rigid perspex case. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1417. Dinky 149 Citroen Dyane - metallic bronze, black hood and interior, silver trim, Speedwheels - Good Plus in a Good 
(slightly grubby) carded picture box and 179 Opel Commodore - blue body, black hood, light blue interior, chrome and silver 
trim, Speedwheels - Good Plus in a Poor carded picture box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1418. Dinky 173 Pontiac Parisienne - metallic red body, lemon interior, silver trim, cast hubs, chrome pop-up 
aerials - Excellent in a Fair to Good carded picture box and 174 Ford Mercury Cougar - blue body, yellow interior, cast hubs, 
chrome pop-up aerial - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £90 
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1419. Dinky 160 Mercedes 250 SE - blue body, off white interior, chrome spun hubs - this battery operated issue is generally 
Fair to Good, inner pictorial stand is Fair, outer carded picture box is Poor and 176 NSU RO80 - metallic red, off white interior, 
chrome spun hubs - this battery operated issue is generally Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges), inner 
pictorial stand is Good Plus with correct instruction leaflet, outer carded picture box is Good. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1420. Dinky 138 Hillman Imp Saloon - light green, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent (does have 
some small box rub wear marks to roof) in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box and 135 Triumph 2000 - metallic aqua, 
white roof, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Fair in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1421. Dinky 162 Triumph 1300 - pale blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Fair to Good in a Fair carded box with 
detailed picture (crushing to end) and 186 Mercedes 220 SE - greyish-blue, off white interior, chrome trim and spun 
hubs - Good Plus in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1422. Dinky 200 Matra 630 Racing Car - blue, black interior, racing number 36, Speedwheels - Good Plus in a Fair 
(complete) carded picture box; 218 Lotus Europa - yellow, blue, black interior, cast hubs - Good Plus in a Fair to Good carded 
picture box and 225 Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car - metallic red, blue engine, yellow aerofoil, cast hubs, racing number 7 - Good 
to Good Plus (does have wear to decals), inner pictorial stand is Good Plus, outer carded picture box is Fair. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1423. Dinky 944 Leyland Octopus "Shell/BP" Petrol Tanker - finished in white, yellow, grey plastic hubs with black treaded 
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) still a 
nice bright example in a Fair (complete) carded box with detailed picture - see photo. 

 £80 - £100 

1424. Dinky 934 Leyland Octopus Wagon - yellow cab and chassis, mid-green back and band, red Supertoy hubs with grey 
treaded tyres, metal tow hook - Fair to Good (does have chips on most edges) in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box. 

 £60 - £70 

1425. Dinky 971 "Coles" Mobile Crane - yellow including Supertoy hubs, black base - Fair in a Poor blue lift off lid box with 
paper label and 948 Tractor-Trailer "McLean" - red including plastic hubs, grey trailer with opening doors fitted with black and 
grey tyres - overall condition is generally Fair to Good in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1426. Dinky 917 Mercedes Truck and Trailer Set - finished in blue, yellow, off white plastic canopies, red interior, chrome 
trim - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (canopies have some staining), inner pictorial stand is Good to Good Plus, 
outer carded picture box is Fair to Poor and 945 AEC "Esso" Fuel Tanker - white cab with light grey base, blue interior, white 
tanker with light grey plastic gantry and filler caps, dark grey rubber hoses, plastic hubs - Good Plus still a lovely bright example 
in a Fair carded box with detailed picture. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

1427. Dinky Military 620 Berliet Missile Launcher - drab green including hubs, black plastic launcher with white and red 
missile (missing one side tip) - otherwise condition is generally Excellent Plus in a Fair carded picture box with a Good Plus 
inner packing piece and 622 10-ton 6-wheeled Covered Wagon - green including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, figure 
driver, metal tow hook - Fair to Good (does have some rusting to bare metal parts) in a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box. 
(2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1428. Dinky 285 Merryweather Marquis Fire Tender - metallic red, silver, chrome - grey rubber pipe - overall condition is 
generally Good Plus to Excellent (small chips around edges), inner pictorial stand is Good Plus, outer carded picture box is Fair 
to Good, comes with some foam packaging and 956 Turntable Fire Engine - metallic red cab and ballast, silver back and 
platform, chrome trim and ladders - overall condition is Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Fair to Good carded 
picture box, comes with inner packing rings and foam - also comes accompanied with pink instruction leaflet - see photo. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

1429. Dinky 924 Aveling Barford "Centaur" Dump Truck - red cab and hubs, silver chassis, yellow tipper - Excellent (couple of 
small marks around edges) in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box and 980 "Coles" Hydra 150T Crane Truck - finished 
in yellow, black, cast hubs - Excellent (couple of small chips to ballast) in a Poor to Fair carded picture box - see photo. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1430. Dinky 945 AEC "Lucas Oil" Tanker promotional issue - finished in green cab and tanker, black chassis and interior, 
grey plastic gantry and filler caps, cast hubs, 2 x dark grey hoses - Good Plus to Excellent (does require slight attention in 
cleaning), comes with carded base (over sleeve) which is Fair, bubble is Poor - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1431. Dinky Buses group 283 Single Decker "Red Arrow" - metallic red, blue interior, white base, cast hubs; another but red 
body; 289 "London Transport" Routemaster "Esso" - red, spun hubs and 293 Leyland Atlantean "BP" - two-tone off white, green 
with red interior, chrome spun hubs - conditions are generally Good to Excellent (do require slight attention in cleaning) in Poor 
to Good carded picture boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1432. Dinky 293 "Swiss PTT" Bus; 410 Bedford "Modellers World" Van; 284 "London Taxi"; 680 Military Ferret Armoured Car 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Poor to Fair bubble packs (a few could be better if slight time 
spent in cleaning).  (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1433. Dinky group to include 192 Range Rover - metallic bronze, pale blue interior, cast hubs - Near Mint in a Good (slightly 
grubby) carded picture box; 940 Mercedes Covered Wagon; 668 Foden Army Truck; 122 Volvo 265 Estate Car plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Poor to Good window boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £90 

1434. Dinky a group of Emergency Vehicles including 272 Ford Transit "Police Accident Unit"; 274 Ford Transit "Ambulance"; 
416 "Motorway Services" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good 
window boxes and bubble pack. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1435. French Dinky 24z Simca Versailles - pale blue, off white roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white smooth 
tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (apart from slight dirt to tyres and small box rub wear mark to roof) in a Fair yellow 
and red carded picture box. 

 £50 - £60 

1436. French Dinky 537 Renault 16 - silver-grey body, red interior, concave hubs - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red carded 
box with detailed picture. 

 £50 - £60 
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1437. French Dinky 506 Ferrari 275 GTB - red body, black interior, chrome trim - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some 
small tape residue marks to doors) in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded box with detailed picture and 1421 
Opel GT 1900 - blue body, red interior, chrome trim and rack - Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1438. Spanish Dinky 1428 Peugeot 304 - green body, off white interior, concave hubs - Excellent (couple of small marks to 
roof) in a Fair (complete) carded picture box and another 1413 Citroen Dyane - cream body, red interior, concave hubs - Good 
Plus in a Good carded box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1439. French Dinky 1402 Ford Galaxie 500 - brown body (very dark maroon), off white interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have mark to boot) in a Good rigid perspex case. 

 £50 - £60 

1440. French Dinky 33b Simca Tipper - green cab and chassis, metallic silver tipper, convex hubs; 33c Simca Delivery 
Truck - yellow cab, chassis and convex hubs, with mirror load only and 34b Berliet with Container - red cab, chassis, black, grey 
bed with load, convex and concave hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in Poor to Fair yellow and red carded 
picture boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1441. French Dinky 541 Mercedes Petit Autocar - two-tone red, pale cream, grey interior, silver trim, concave hubs - Good 
Plus still a bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded box with detailed picture. 

 £60 - £70 

1442. French Dinky Military 827 Panhard FL10 EBR - finished in drab green including metal rollers and concave hubs with 
black tyres, with aerial - condition is generally Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded box with detailed 
picture. 

 £40 - £50 

1443. French Dinky Military 829 Jeep with Canon - finished in drab green including concave hubs with black tyres, figure 
driver - with plastic canon (missing stand) otherwise condition is generally Excellent in a Good Plus yellow and red carded box 
with detailed picture. 

 £50 - £60 

1444. French Dinky Military 818 Berliet Covered Wagon - drab green including metal tilt, tow hook and concave hubs with 
black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) in a Good yellow and red 
carded picture box. 

 £70 - £80 

1445. French Dinky Military 809 GMC Covered Wagon - drab green, black plastic canopy to cab, dark green plastic tilt, 
concave hubs, figure driver - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright example, inner carded tray 
is Good, outer carded picture box is Fair (all end flaps complete) - see photo. 

 £90 - £110 

1446. Corgi Racing Cars group 154 Ferrari - red, cast hubs, racing number 36, figure driver; 155 Lotus Climax - green, spun 
hubs, racing number 1, figure driver; 158 Lotus Climax - orange, white, cast hubs, racing number 8, figure driver and 159 
Cooper Maserati - yellow, white, cast hubs, racing number 3, figure driver - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still 
display well in generally Fair to Good blue and yellow carded boxes. (4) 

 £80 - £100 
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1447. Corgi 332 Lancia Fulvia Sport Zagato - blue including interior, cast hubs, chrome front and rear bumpers - overall 
condition is generally Excellent (couple of very minor marks to front windscreen) in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow 
carded picture box and another but yellow body, black doors and bonnet, brown interior, cast hubs - Good to Good Plus in a 
generally Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £100 

1448. Corgi 231 Triumph Herald Coupe - two-tone white, blue, red interior, silver trim, spun hubs - Good (does have small 
chips to all edges) in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box and 327 MGB GT - red body, pale blue 
interior, black luggage case, chrome front and rear bumpers, wire wheels - Good (rear suspension has dropped) in a Fair blue 
and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1449. Corgi 203 Vauxhall Velox Saloon - cream body, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good (does have small chips to most 
areas) in a Fair blue carded picture box; 226 Morris Mini Minor - pale blue, red interior, cast hubs, silver trim - Good Plus 
(missing some tyres) in a Good blue and yellow carded picture box and 231 Triumph Herald Coupe - two-tone white, gold, red 
interior, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box. (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1450. Corgi 230 Mercedes 220 SE - pale cream body, red interior, spun hubs, silver trim - Good to Good Plus (does require 
some slight attention in cleaning) in a Fair blue and yellow carded picture box and another but dark red, lemon 
interior - Excellent in a Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £80 - £90 

1451. Corgi 259 Le Dandy Coupe - two-tone white, blue, pale blue interior, chrome trim, wire wheels - Fair to Good still a 
bright example in a Fair (complete) blue and yellow carded picture box and 436 Citroen Safari ID19 "Wildlife 
Preservation" - yellow body, pale green and brown interior with 2 x figures, red and silver luggage rack, spun hubs - Good in a 
Fair blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1452. Corgi 224 Bentley Continental Sports Saloon - two-tone pale green/light green, red interior, spun hubs with grey tyres 
complete with correct spare wheel and tyre - Good (does require slight attention in cleaning) in a Fair blue and yellow carded 
picture box and 241 Ghia L.6.4 - steel blue, red interior, chrome trim, spun hubs - Excellent (has some slight loss of chrome to 
rear bumper edges) in a Fair to Good blue and yellow carded picture box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1453. Corgi 302 Hillman Hunter "London to Sydney Marathon Winner" - blue, black bonnet, white roof, grey interior, Golden 
Jacks take-off wheels - overall condition is Good Plus (wear to decals), inner pictorial stand with Kangaroo figure is Good Plus, 
outer blue and yellow window box is Good (slightly grubby around edges) comes accompanied with correct 
instruction/collectors club folded leaflet and unapplied decal sheet - see photo. 

 £70 - £90 

1454. Corgi Golden Jacks take-off wheels a pair (1) 275 Rover 2000TC - green body, amber roof panel, brown interior, 
chrome bumpers and (2) 338 Chevrolet SS350 Camaro - green, red interior, chrome trim - conditions are generally Excellent to 
Excellent Plus nice bright examples in generally Fair to Good (complete) blue and yellow window boxes. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1455. Corgi 260 Renault 16 Saloon - metallic maroon, yellow interior, chrome trim, grey plastic tow hook, cast hubs - Good 
Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on edges) in a Good blue and yellow window box (does have a black pen mark to front) 
and 300 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Coupe - metallic red, black bonnet, amber roof panels, yellow interior, Golden Jacks 
take-off wheels - Excellent Plus (couple of very minor marks on wheelarches) in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow 
window box, does have pencil price mark to front. (2) 

 £70 - £80 
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1456. Corgi 273 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow Golden Jacks take-off wheels - a pair (1) blue, silver, dark blue interior, chrome 
trim and (2) same as (1) but greyish-blue, pearlescent white - conditions appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good blue 
and yellow window boxes (one has Rolls Royce flash to front).  (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1457. Corgi 374 Jaguar Type E Whizzwheels - a pair (1) red body, black interior and (2) same as (1) but yellow 
body - conditions are generally Excellent (couple of small marks around edges) in generally Good to Good Plus orange and 
yellow window boxes (one of which has a pencil price mark to front).  (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1458. Corgi 306 Morris Marina 1.8 Coupe - metallic brownish-red, off white interior, black base, chrome trim, 
Whizzwheels - Excellent (couple of small chips on front edge) in a generally Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby) yellow and 
orange window box and 308 Morris Mini Cooper S "Rallye Monte Carlo" - yellow body, red interior, black base, Whizzwheels, 
chrome roof rack with 2 x spare Whizzwheels, racing number 177 to doors - missing front decal otherwise Excellent in a Good 
orange and yellow window box (does have original price mark to front).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1459. Corgi 316 Ford GT70 - green, black engine cover, off white interior, spoked Whizzwheels - Good Plus with unapplied 
decal sheet; 394 Datsun 240Z - red body, off white interior, racing number 11, spoked Whizzwheels - Good Plus to Excellent 
(with unapplied decal sheet) and 344 Ferrari 206 Dino Sport - yellow, black interior and doors, red-spot wheels, racing number 
23 - Good (does have small chips to most areas), boxes are generally Fair to Good. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1460. Corgi Whizzwheels group 284 Citroen SM - green, pale blue interior, chrome trim; 301 Iso Grifo 7-litre - blue, black 
bonnet, off white interior, silver and chrome trim and 388 Mercedes C111 - orange, black interior and base - conditions are 
generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus orange and yellow window boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £90 

1461. Corgi Whizzwheels group 274 Bentley T Series - finished in pink, off white interior, silver base; 280 Rolls Royce Silver 
Shadow - two-tone blue, silver, brown interior and 313 Ford Cortina GXL "Graham Hill" - metallic bronze, black roof, off white 
interior with "Graham Hill" figure - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Fair orange and yellow 
window boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £100 

1462. Corgi 348 "Vegas" Ford Thunderbird - red, black and white interior with "Dan Tanner" figure, light grey plastic aerial, 
chrome trim - overall condition is generally Near Mint (very slight loss of chrome to bumpers), inner pictorial stand is Good Plus, 
outer striped window box is Fair (cellophane requires replacement), plus 7 x Corgi Juniors to include 50 "Daily 
Planet" - "Superman" Van; 115 "James Bond" Citroen 2CV; 45 "Starsky & Hutch" - Ford Torino plus others - conditions appear 
to be generally Near Mint to Mint on generally Fair to Good (factory sealed) blister cards. (8) 

 £80 - £100 

1463. Corgi "Chipperfield's Circus" 1123 Animal Cage - red, yellow, blue plastics, spun hubs, with 2 x polar bear 
figures - Good to Good Plus in a Poor blue and yellow carded picture box and 1139 Scammell Handyman Truck and Trailer 
"Menagerie" - blue, red including interior, cast hubs, with 3 x animal cages with bear, tiger and lion figures - overall condition is 
generally Good (cab unit has small chips to all areas) in a Fair blue and yellow window box, inner polystyrene tray is Good. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1464. Corgi 420 Ford Thames Airborne Caravan - two-tone green, spun hubs; 1119 HDL Hovercraft SR-N1 - blue, silver, 
white, yellow plastics and 1140 Bedford TK Articulated Petrol Tanker "Mobilgas" - red unit and tanker, lemon interior, silver 
gantry and filler caps, spun hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in Poor to Fair blue and yellow boxes. (3) 

 £80 - £100 
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1465. Corgi 1143 American La France Aerial Rescue Truck - red including hubs, chrome trim and platforms, yellow ladders, 
with Fireman figures - Fair to Good, polystyrene tray is Good, outer blue and yellow window box is Fair (very grubby) and 1145 
Mercedes Unimog with Goose Dumper - yellow, maroon, graphite grey - Fair to Good including blue and yellow window box 
with inner plastic tray. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1466. Corgi 908 Military AMX 30D Recovery Tank - finished in green including plastic rollers with black rubber tracks, 
complete with accessories in dome; 1102 Berliet Fruehauf Bottom Dumper - orange, yellow, black; 1152 Mack "Esso" Gloster 
Petrol Tanker and 1160 Ford "Gulf" Tanker - white, orange, blue - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally 
Poor to Fair striped window boxes. (4) 

 £90 - £110 

1467. Somerville 129a Riley Kestrel - dark green, grey roof panel, silver and chrome trim, brown interior - Near Mint in a Fair 
carded box and 101k Austin Allegro (kit) - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in a 
Fair carded box. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1468. Somerville 105 Mercedes 300 SL - silver body, brown interior, chrome trim - Mint in a Good Plus box and 127 Saab 
9000 CD - dark graphite grey, brown interior, chrome and silver trim - Mint in a Good carded box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1469. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 1 Volvo P1800 - light beige body, chrome and silver trim and 2 Volvo 144 Saloon - steel 
blue, black interior, chrome trim - conditions are generally Mint in Fair (taped) boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1470. Rob Eddie (Brooklin Models) 4 Volvo PV831 1950 - blue body, whitewall tyres - Mint in a Good to Good Plus carded 
box; Brooklin Models BRK22 Edsel Citation Hardtop - pale pink, white and silver flashes - Near Mint (does have small part of 
rear bumper missing) in a Fair carded box and BRK25 Pontiac Bonneville Convertible 1958 - black, silver interior and tonneau, 
chrome trim - condition is generally Near Mint (one seat is loose) in a generally Fair carded box. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1471. Marklin 1825 Volkswagen 411 - red body with unapplied decal sheet; Gama 9492 Audi 100 - yellow, black interior; 
NZG Porsche 928S - off white, red trim and 2 x Majorette (1) 250 Citroen SM and (2) 201 Citroen GS - conditions appear to be 
generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus rigid perspex cases and window boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1472. Schuco a group to include 301611 Audi 80GL - pale yellow, black hood; 301622 Audi 50 - green body plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus rigid perspex cases. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1473. Mercury 45 Dino Sport 206 - red body and interior with blue plastic figure driver, yellow hubs, racing number 
186 - Good Plus in a Fair to Good carded box with detailed picture. 

 £40 - £50 

1474. Metosul 1 Renault Floride - red body, silver trim, black interior - Good Plus (does have slight damage to one side 
window) in a Good Plus carded box; 23 Leyland Atlantean Bus "STP" - two-tone cream, green with red interior and another 
"Venoruton" - two-tone cream, red, yellow interior - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good to 
Good Plus carded boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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1475. Lion Car 37 DAF Articulated Tanker - orange, silver; 36 DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "De Haan S 
Expeditie" - beige, blue, coral pink; 55 Commer "Posterijen" Delivery Van - red, black and Lion Toys "Gibbs" DAF Articulated 
Truck and Trailer with certificate - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Poor to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1476. Supermini Scania 112H Openback Truck - orange cab with yellow flashes, blue back, grey chassis - Excellent in a Fair 
carded box; Siku V318 Hanomag Articulated Truck with "Siku Container" load - green, yellow, red and V291 Dutz Cement 
Mixer - yellow, red, green, plastic hubs - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in Poor to Fair boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1477. Nacoral a group to include Volvo 145 Estate - blue, off white interior - Excellent Plus in a Fair window box; Volvo 
Covered Wagon - orange, off white plastic tilt, dark red (maroon) chassis and 2 x matching Chassis and 2 x matching Trailers 
(one has loose wheels) - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1478. KK Sakura 6 Jaguar XJ - blue body, black interior, chrome and silver trim - Good Plus including carded box; Diapet 162 
Toyota 2000 GT - light silver-blue body, red interior and 197 Porsche 911S - green body, black interior - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1479. Diapet 148 Subaru 1000 - metallic blue-green, red interior, chrome trim - overall condition is generally Excellent 
(bonnet is loose) in a Fair to Good lift off lid box and Model Pet (ATC) 9S Hillman Minx - two-tone plum, grey, off white interior, 
silver trim and side flashes, flat spun hubs - Good Plus in a Fair (missing some flaps) carded box. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

1480. Tekno group 833 Ford Mustang Open-top - white, red interior with black tonneau, cast hubs; 930 Monza GT - white, 
red interior, racing number 88, cast hubs; 934 Toyota 2000 GT - mustard, black interior, cast hubs and 950 Mercedes 
Bus - two-tone cream, blue, brown interior, cast hubs - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in Poor to Fair 
boxes. (4) 

 £90 - £110 

1481. Tekno 427 Volvo F89 Articulated Truck with "Tekno Container" load - blue, white; 420 Scania - red, black chassis, off 
white "Scania" tinplate tilt and unboxed Volvo "Falck Zonen" Recovery Truck with Trailer - conditions are generally Fair to 
Excellent in generally Poor to Fair boxes (where applicable).  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1482. Tekno 425 Volvo F89 "ASG" - blue, yellow with matching Trailer 452; 425 Volvo F89 "Tekno Transport" - blue, white 
with matching Trailer 452 - conditions are generally Good to Excellent in Fair window boxes. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1483. Tekno Volvo F12 Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Bon-Accord Transport Ltd Aberdeen" - blue, white, red; 
DAF 95 Articulated Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Gibb's Fraserburgh" - white, blue, red - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene trays are Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1484. Tekno Scania Truck and Trailer "Ponsonby Highcare" - greyish-blue, white and Leyland DAF Truck and Refrigerated 
Trailer "Gibb's Fraserburgh" - white, blue, red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene trays are generally 
Excellent in Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1485. Tekno DAF 95 Articulated Truck and Trailer "Curries of Dumfries" - red, yellow, white and another but Scania 
113 - conditions are Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene trays are Excellent in generally Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1486. Tekno ERF Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Marks & Spencer" - white, green and Pegaso "GBE European Fast 
Freight" - white, grey, red - conditions are Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene trays are Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to 
Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

1487. Tekno Volvo Truck and Tanker Trailer - white, green, red and another but black, red, beige - conditions are generally 
Near Mint to Mint, polystyrene trays are Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1488. Tekno Volvo Truck with Refrigerated Trailer - white, black, silver and red flashes and Volvo Refrigerated Unit with 
matching Trailer - white, black - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint, polystyrene trays are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1489. Tekno group to include Volvo Articulated Truck and Trailer - white, dark red, silver tilt; Volvo Truck with Container 
Trailer - black, silver, red and DAF "London Coaches" Bus - finished in red, cast hubs - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes, polystyrene trays are generally Fair to Good Plus. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

1490. Budgie Toys 288 Bulk Flour Tanker - finished in red cab and chassis, cream and yellow cylinders, black gantry - Good 
Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box; 102 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud - light blue - Mint in a Good Plus window box 
and 236 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Uniflo" - red, cast hubs - Near Mint in a Good Plus box. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1491. Triang Spot-On 274 Morris 1100 - pale blue, red interior, chrome front and rear bumpers, cast spun hubs, grey plastic 
roof rack with red and blue canoe - overall condition is generally Good to Good Plus, inner carded tray is Good Plus, outer 
window box is Poor - see photo. 

 £50 - £60 

1492. Polistil (1/25th scale) group S8 Lancia Fulvia 1600HF "Rallye Monte Carlo" - red, black including interior, racing 
number 14; S16 Fiat 128 Rally "East African Safari" - light tan, black including interior; S18 Abarth A112 - red, black including 
interior and S582 Mini Cooper Rally - red, black rood and interior, racing number 177 - conditions are generally Good Plus to 
Excellent Plus, polystyrene trays are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good (slightly grubby) carded picture 
boxes. (4) 

 £80 - £100 

1493. Polistil (1/25th scale) S711 "London Taxi" - black; S688 BMW 525 - blue - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Good window boxes and (1/20th scale) Champion Alpine Renault "Rallye Monte Carlo" - blue, black interior, racing 
number 18 - Excellent in a Good plastic dome, outer carded sleeve is Fair. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

1494. Britains 9580 JCB Excavator - finished in yellow, red with figure driver - overall condition appears to be generally 
Excellent (some small glue residue marks to tracks) in a Fair (crushed) window box and 9670 Dumper Truck - red, yellow hubs 
with figure driver - Fair, inner pictorial stand is Good, outer carded picture box is Fair. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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1495. Matchbox Regular Wheels 74b Daimler Fleetline "Esso Extra Petrol" Bus - red, black plastic wheels; 6 x Superfast to 
include 4 Chevy 57; 17 London Bus; 51 Citroen SM plus others - conditions vary from generally Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair 
to Good Plus boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1496. Matchbox Major Pack M4 Fruehauf Hopper Train - dark red cab, plastic hubs, silver hoppers (with correct M4 
baseplate) - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Fair to Good box with carded picture sleeve and M9 Interstate Double 
Freighter "Cooper-Jarrett Inc" yellow and blue decals, blue unit, silver trailers, unpainted bogie - condition is generally Excellent 
in a Fair to Good carded box with outer picture sleeve. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1497. Matchbox King Size group to include K5 Racing Car Transporter - green, red plastic hubs; K22 Dodge Charger - blue 
including interior; K23 Mercury "Police" Car - white, red interior, blue roof lights and K24 Lamborghini Miura - conditions appear 
to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

1498. Matchbox King Size K10 Pipe Truck - yellow, red plastic hubs, grey plastic pipes; 2 x K11 DAF Car Transporter (both 
different variations) and K17 Ford Low Loader with Bulldozer load - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Poor to Fair window boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1499. Matchbox King Size K1 Foden "Hoveringham" Tipper; K4 Leyland Tipper "LE Transport"; another "Wates"; K5 Racing 
Car Transporter - green, red plastic hubs and K7 Refuse Truck - red, silver - conditions are generally Good to Excellent in 
generally Fair blue and yellow window boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1500. Matchbox Super Kings K16 Petrol Tanker x 3 - (1) "Exxon"; (2) "Total"; (3) "Texaco"; K17 Scammell Container Truck 
and K17 Low Loader with Bulldozer load - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good 
window boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £80 

1501. Matchbox Super Kings group to include K74 Volvo Estate Car; K41 JCB Excavator; K69 Jaguar with Caravan; K60 
Custom Van, plus others - conditions are generally Good to Mint in Poor to Fair window boxes. (10) 

 £80 - £90 

1502. Matchbox Super Kings group to include K16 Ford Petrol Tanker "Chemco"; K3 Bedford Grain Transporter "Kellogg's"; 
K31 Peterbilt Truck and Trailer "Christian Salvesen"; K21 Ford Transcontinental Truck and Trailer plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good window boxes - see photo. (7) 

 £80 - £110 

1503. Dinky unboxed Foden group - all are (1st Type) to include Diesel Wagon, Flat Truck and Tanker - conditions are 
generally Fair (some are repainted).  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1504. Dinky unboxed group to include Leyland Octopus "Esso" Tanker; Foden (Type 2) Diesel Wagon; Flat Truck plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair (some have been overpainted).  (5) 

 £80 - £110 

1505. Dinky unboxed group to include Leyland Comet; Big Bedford; Guy Flat Truck; Open Back plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair (some repainted).  (6) 

 £70 - £80 
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1506. Dinky unboxed group to include Trojan "Dunlop" Van; Bedford "Kodak" Van; Electric Dairy Delivery Truck "Express 
Dairy"; Dodge Gardener's Wagon plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair - see photo. (18) 

 £70 - £80 

1507. Dinky boxed group to include 400 BEV Electric Truck; 482 Bedford "Dinky Toys" Delivery Van; 442 Studebaker "Esso" 
Tanker; 2 x 428 Large Trailer - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in generally Fair yellow and red carded picture 
boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1508. Dinky unboxed group to include Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter; Fire Engine with extending ladder; Mighty Antar; 
Bedford Tipper; Euclid Tipper; Double Decker Bus plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair - see photo. (qty) 

 £80 - £90 

1509. Dinky Military unboxed group to include Bedford "Ambulance"; Scammell Recovery Tractor; Austin 7 Staff Car; Mighty 
Antar with Centurion Tank load plus others - conditions appear to be generally Poor to Fair - see photo. (14) 

 £80 - £90 

1510. Dinky unboxed group to include Morris Oxford; Austin "Taxi" Standard Vanguard; Hudson Commodore plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (16) 

 £70 - £80 

1511. Dinky unboxed group to include Standard Vanguard; Austin Somerset; Rover 75; Jaguar XK120; Ford Anglia plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Poor to Fair - see photo. (17) 

 £80 - £90 

1512. French Dinky unboxed group to include Renault R16; Mercedes 230 SL; Simca "Taxi" plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good. (7) 

 £80 - £90 

1513. Dinky unboxed group to include Rolls Royce Silver Wraith; Ford Capri; Ford Escort; Triumph Herald plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair to Good - see photo. (18) 

 £90 - £110 

1514. Dinky unboxed Racing Car group to include Ferrari; Talbot Lago (spun hubs); Alfa Romeo; HWM plus 
others - conditions are generally Fair. (9) 

 £70 - £90 

1515. Dinky unboxed group to include which includes Road Signs; Mower; Sack Truck; Wheelbarrow; "AA" Motorcycle and 
Sidecar plus others, also includes some other manufacturers - conditions are generally Fair to Good - see photo. (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

1516. Dinky unboxed Aircraft group to include Britannia "Canadian Pacific"; Viking plus others - conditions are generally Fair 
to Good - see photo. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

1517. Dinky unboxed group to include Blaw Knox Bulldozer; Heavy Tractor; Austin Open Back Truck; Hillman Minx; Jaguar 
Type D Racing Car (yellow plastic hubs); Ford Transit "Fire Service" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Poor to 
Good Plus - includes some repaints - see photo. (23) 

 £70 - £80 
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1518. Triang Spot-On unboxed group to include Jaguar; Austin 1800; Morris Minor; Bentley Saloon; Hillman Minx - conditions 
are generally Fair to Good. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

1519. Corgi unboxed group to include Bedford Type S Carrimore Car Transporter; Ford Holmes Wrecker; Bedford Dormobile 
plus others - conditions are generally Fair (some overpainted).  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1520. Corgi unboxed group to include "James Bond" Aston Martin DB5; Ford Consul; Mercedes 300 SL; Rover 2000; Volvo 
P1800 plus others, also includes a few later issues - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus - see photo. (19) 

 £80 - £100 

1521. Matchbox unboxed group to include Accessory Pack A1 Car Transporter; King Size Ford Low Loader; Regular Wheels 
25a Bedford "Dunlop" Van; 74a "Refreshments" Canteen; Superfast 29 Racing Mini; Models of Yesteryear plus 
others - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus - see photo. (17) 

 £30 - £40 

1522. Unboxed group to include Budgie Toys Volkswagen Pick-up "Express Delivery" canopy; Midland Coach; Crescent 
Scammell Low Loader; Winross Articulated Truck and Trailer; Tekno Truck and Trailer plus others - conditions are generally 
Poor to Good Plus - see photo. (15) 

 £70 - £80 

1523. Plastic made (Finland) a group of mainly Volvo related Cars including Estate; Saloon plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Good (many could be much better if time spent in cleaning) plus 760 GLS - which is Excellent in a Good box. 
(8) 

 £90 - £110 

1524. Unboxed plastic made (Finland) large scale models including Saab; Scania Tipper plus others by various 
manufacturers - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Good (many could be better if time spent in cleaning).  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1525. Corgi (1/18th scale) Formula 1 Racing Cars a pair (1) 191 "John Player Special" Lotus - black, gold, racing number 1, 
figure driver, with instruction sheet and wheel brace; (2) 191 "Texaco" - McLaren - white, red, racing number 5, without figure 
driver, with wheel brace - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good (slightly grubby) carded boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1526. Shinsei Articulated Truck and Trailers a group to include 631 Low Loader; 643 "Union" Tanker plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus window boxes and bubble packs. (4) 

 £70 - £80 

1527. Solido a group to include F19 London Transporter Double Decker Bus; 363 Truck and Trailer; 6032 Military GMC 
Covered Wagon; 46 Rolls Royce Saloon plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to 
Excellent rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves and window boxes - see photo. (16) 

 £60 - £70 

1528. Siku a group to include V288 "Aral" Tanker; 2521 White Open Back Delivery Truck; 3412 "Siku Euro Transport" Truck 
and Trailer; 2211 "Adac" Recovery vehicle plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to 
Good window boxes and bubble packs - see photo. (11) 

 £70 - £80 
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1529. Lion Car 33-35 Truck and Trailer - drab greyish-blue, beige; 43 DAF Covered Wagon; 59 DAF Articulated Truck and 
Trailer - orange, silver and Lion Toys Sherpa "Coca Cola" Delivery Van - conditions are generally Good Plus to Near Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

1530. Siku a group of Volvo Promotional Issue Trucks including Container Truck; Covered Wagon with Trailer; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus "Volvo" 
blue and white boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1531. Conrad/Gescha a group to include Mercedes Covered Truck and Trailer; Bedford Truck with pipe load; Mercedes 
Truck and Trailer "Christian Salvesen" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to 
Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £90 - £110 

1532. Conrad a group to include Volvo Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer; Volvo Truck and Trailer with open sides; 
1947 Vintage Open Back Truck and Old Timer 1928 Open Back Truck - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

1533. Conrad MAN Tipper Truck - yellow, red; NZG "O & K" Forklift Truck - red, pale grey; Cursor Mercedes Jeep - off white, 
black plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (apart from one Mercedes car which is missing front grille) in 
generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1534. Solido 91 Renault 18; 165 Ferrari Daytona; 196 Renault 17TS; 164 Simca 1100 plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Poor to Good window boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1535. Solido 1096 Jaguar XJ12; 47 Mercedes 280; 30 Renault 30; 19 Volkswagen Golf plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1536. Norev plastic issues a group to include 71 Peugeot 404 Coupe - red; 12 Maserati Sport - green, racing number 2; 163 
Fiat Dino Coupe - pale blue; 32 Peugeot 204 Break - cream plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in 
generally Fair to Good boxes and plastic cases. (7) 

 £70 - £90 

1537. Norev plastic issues group to include 50 Renault Dauphine - light blue; 21 Mercedes 250 SE; 86 Simca 1500 
Break - blue; 45 Fiat 1500 - pale grey plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair plastic 
cases. (6) 

 £70 - £80 

1538. Politoys 6 Montreal Alfa Romeo - red, black interior; 592 Bertone Carabo Alfa Romeo - green, black, orange; Polistil 
FX3 Lotus Formula 1 Racing Car "John Player Special" and Nacoral 3502M Mercedes C111 - orange, black including interior, 
racing number 5 (wheels do have some melting) - otherwise conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally 
Fair to Good rigid perspex cases. (4) 

 £70 - £80 
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1539. Matchbox group to include Super Kings K98 Porsche 944; K100 Ford Sierra XR4i; K147 BMW plus others - lot also 
includes a quantity of Superfast including 9 Ford Escort RS2000; 5 Lotus Europa; 39 Rolls Royce plus others - conditions vary 
from Good Plus to Mint in generally Poor to Good boxes and blister cards - see photo. (27) 

 £60 - £70 

1540. Corgi group to include Whizzwheels 312 Marcos Mantis - dark red; 382 Porsche Targa 911S - green, black hood, 
orange interior - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good orange and yellow window boxes; 1101 
Warner & Swasey Hydraulic Crane - yellow, blue; 289 Volkswagen Polo; 287 Citroen Dyane and 2 x Routemaster 
Buses - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good window boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1541. Mixed boxed group to include Mattel Mebetoys Volkswagen Golf Saloon; Diapet 286 Motorcycle; Schuco Mercedes; 
Russian made Lada Samba and 2 x Norev to include Citroen and Ferrari - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint 
in generally Poor to Fair boxes and rigid perspex case. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

1542. Crescent 1301 The Royal State Coach - finished in gold with horses and outriders - Near Mint including inner packing 
piece, outer carded box is Good Plus; Lone Star 1476 Rolls Royce - steel blue - Excellent in a Fair window box and 1259 
Routemaster Bus "See London By Bus" - Good Plus in a Good carded box. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

1543. Winross a group of Articulated Truck and Trailers to include "Sears"; "Hemway"; "Ryder"; "Central" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1544. Winross group of Articulated Truck and Trailers to include "Caterpillar Quality Parts"; "Roadway"; "Ryder"; 
"Homeshield" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1545. Winross group of Articulated Truck and Trailers to include "Avis"; "Agway"; "Active" plus others, also includes Rigid 
Truck "Mr Mopp's" - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Good boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £90 

1546. Plastic group to include Osul Log Truck - finished in beige, with log load; Hess Articulated Truck and Tanker Trailer 
"Bank" and another but Tanker - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

1547. Emek large plastic scale Articulated Truck and Trailer a pair (1) Scania - blue, white, silver; (2) Volvo - red, black, 
silver - conditions are generally Excellent (do require slight attention in cleaning) in generally Good presentation carded boxes 
(without cellophane).  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1548. Corgi Classics a group of early issues to include C949/3 Bedford OB Coach "Norfolks"; C897/1 AEC Forward Control 
Truck "Carter Patterson"; D980/1 Ford Popular Van "Peacock"; 599 London Bus "Wisk" plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent early grey window boxes - see photo. (9) 

 £100 - £120 
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1549. Corgi group to include C537 Ford Escort "RAC Rescue Service"; C543 "Tele"; C1245 Volvo Truck and Trailer "Fuji 
Film"; 769 "National Express Rapide" Bus plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to 
Good Plus blue and yellow window boxes. (18) 

 £70 - £80 

1550. Maisto (1/12th scale) Jaguar XK220 - finished in silver with black and grey trim - mounted on plinth - overall condition is 
Near Mint in a Good green marbled box with polystyrene packing pieces. 

 £40 - £50 

1551. A group of mainly (1/43rd scale) Cars to include Schuco Porsche 924; Gama 1198 Opel Kadett; AHC Volvo 460; 
Trofeu Toyota Celica plus others - conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Poor to Good Plus window boxes. 
(13) 

 £70 - £80 

1552. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Commercials and Buses to include 12803 Atkinson Flatbed "Henshall"; 11108 Double 
Decker "A1 Services"; 22102 AEC "McKinnon"; 25901 Beaver "Barton" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent window boxes. (16) 

 £70 - £80 

1553. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Commercials and Buses to include 10501 "London Carriers"; 15601 London Transport 
Routemaster Bus "BOAC"; 13201 Atkinson Tanker "Suttons" plus others, also includes 2 x 2-piece Car Gift Sets - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (16) 

 £70 - £90 

1554. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses and Commercials group to include 15605 London Transport Routemaster "Evening 
Standard"; 14101 Bristol "United"; 22908 Bedford "Roadline" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus window boxes. (16) 

 £70 - £90 

1555. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Buses and Commercials to include 15101 Leyland "Hants & Dorset"; 19803 Daimler 
"Dundee Corporation"; 12601 Atkinson "McNicholas" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Fair (complete) to Good Plus window boxes. (16) 

 £70 - £90 

1556. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Cars to include Volkswagen Karmann Ghia Cabriolet - black; Ford 
Cougar - metallic green; Ford Focus - red plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are 
generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus (one has small crack), outer carded sleeves are Good Plus. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1557. Minichamps (1/43rd scale) group of Cars to include Opel Rekord (Caravan) - pale yellow, white roof; Volkswagen 
Karmann Ghia Coupe - red plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint (one has small crack), outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Excellent. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1558. A group of mainly (1/43rd scale) Cars and Commercials including Herpa 1000 Ferrari F40; Schuco BMW "Polizei"; IXO 
Volvo Covered Wagon plus others - conditions vary from Good to Mint in Poor to Good Plus window boxes and rigid perspex 
cases - see photo. (qty) 

 £80 - £100 
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1559. Corgi Original Omnibus (1/76th scale) a group of mainly Buses including Plaxton "Epsom" Coaches; Van Hool Alizee 
"Scottish City Link"; Bedford OB "Bluebird" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint 
rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves where applicable are generally Good Plus - some are still in factory seal - also 
includes a Special Edition which comes in box - see photo. (16) 

 £80 - £100 

1560. Corgi Classics (1/43rd scale) a group of mainly Morris related vehicles including Traveller - dark green; Minor 1000 
Convertible; Mini "Police" Van plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
window boxes (a few are loose within box) - see photo. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

1561. Corgi Classics group of Cars and Commercials including D983 Morris "Post Office Telephones"; 96060 Jaguar 
XK120 - black, off white hood; D981 Bedford "Evening Standard" Van; C702 Morris Minor "Driving School" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Poor to Good Plus window boxes - see photo. (27) 

 £60 - £80 

1562. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Buses and Commercials including 13001 Atkinson Car Transporter; 12501 Atkinson Box 
Truck "Wells"; 27204 Leyland "Glasgow Corporation" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1563. Solido "Age D'or a group to include Ford T Bird; Jaguar SS100; Talbot T23 plus others - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good rigid perspex cases (most are heavily discoloured) - see photo. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

1564. Corgi Classics a group of Commercials to include 98453 Mack "Breyer"; 97910 Scammell "Railfreight"; 97970 Foden 
"Regent" Tanker plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. 
(12) 

 £80 - £90 

1565. Corgi Classics group to include 97956 Foden "Pickfords"; 97366 Atkinson "Tenant"; 97940 ERF "Eddie Stobart" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £80 - £100 

1566. Corgi Classics group of Buses to include 97635 General Motors "Los Angeles"; 97109 Bedford OB "Whittakers"; 97170 
Burlingham "Woods"; 97230 Leyland Atlantean "The Gay Hostess" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes - also includes some Gift Sets - see photo. (16) 

 £90 - £110 

1567. Corgi Classics group to include 97697 "Leicestershire Police" 2-piece Set; 98465 Yellow Coach; 97712 "Monte Carlo 
Winners" 3-piece Mini Set; 97980 ERF "Esso" Petrol Tanker plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good (slight fading) to Excellent boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1568. Corgi "Heavy Haulage" group to include 18005 "Pickfords Industrial Ltd" Scammell Constructor with various Trailers 
and accessories - condition appears to be generally Near Mint in a Fair to Good (complete) box; 55201 Diamond T Ballast with 
accessories and 17701 Scammell Constructor - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good (slightly 
grubby) lift off lid boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 
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1569. A group of (1/18th scale) to include Ertl Austin Healey 1961 Sports Car - red, black interior; Solido Ferrari Daytona (365 
GTS); Bburago Ferrari GTO plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £80 

1570. Solido a group of Cars and Commercials to include 66 Land Rover; 256 Jeep with Trailer; 1318 Renault 18; 367 Volvo 
Front Loader plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Poor to Excellent window boxes and 
rigid perspex cases. (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

1571. Corgi Juniors a group to include 135 Austin Metro; 117 "Espana 82" Custom Van; Ford Escort "Datapost" plus others, 
also includes some Corgi Super Juniors Trucks and Buses - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Poor to Good Plus 
boxes and blister cards - see photo. (40) 

 £70 - £90 

1572. Matchbox (Dinky The Collection) a large group to include DY13 Bentley Type R Continental; DY26 Studebaker "Golden 
Hawk"; DY24 Ferrari 246 Dino; DY15 Austin "Brooke Bond Tea" Van plus others, also includes some Special 
Editions - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Poor to Excellent boxes - see photo. (33) 

 £110 - £130 

1573. Vitesse group to include 032 Nash Metropolitan; Land Rover "AA Road Service"; Mini "Just Married"; Saurer "Bally 
Arola" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Poor to Excellent rigid perspex cases and 
outer carded sleeves - still an interesting lot - see photo. (4) 

 £100 - £120 

1574. ERTL a group to include (1/25th scale) Ford Roadster; 2551 London Taxi; 1402 Wrecker Truck plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in Poor to Good Plus boxes. (21) 

 £70 - £80 

1575. Corgi Original Omnibus (1/76th scale) group of Buses to include Plaxton "Scottish City Link"; Beaver "First Glasgow"; 
Bedford OB "Loch Tay" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Excellent to Mint, 
outer carded sleeves where applicable are generally Excellent (some are still in factory wrap).  (16) 

 £80 - £100 

1576. Brumm (1/43rd scale) a group to include R89 Alfa Romeo HP90 - green; R119 Porsche Coupe - red; R31 Berlina 
1100 - maroon, black; R129 Jaguar Type D - dark green plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves are Fair to Good Plus - see photo. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

1577. Corgi Classics group to include D14/1 "Pickfords" 3-piece Set; 12501 Foden "Blue Circle Cement"; 98459 Wite "Triple 
XXX"; 97342 Burlingham "West Coast Motor Services" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1578. Corgi a group of Routemaster Buses to include 469 "Click on the Draw"; "The New Corgi Company"; "BEA"; "Buy 
Before You Fly" plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus orange, yellow and black window 
boxes - see photo. (5) 

 £70 - £80 
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1579. Corgi Classics group to include 26402 AEC "BRS"; 29201 Guy; "Kings of the Road"; CC12601 Scammell "Adams" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

1580. Heller a group of plastic kits (1/24th scale-1/43rd scale) - includes Range Rover; Austin Mini Special; Land Rover; 
Jaguar XJS; Scania plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally 
Fair to Good boxes - see photo. (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

1581. Plastic Kits a group to include Revell 7311 White-Fruehauf "Shell" Tanker; Tamiya (Riko) Motor Scooter Set; Airfix 
02450-7 Morris Cowley; Matchbox PK-310 Citroen; Kibri 10458 DAF Truck plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes - see photo. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1582. Corgi group to include 385 Mercedes 190E; 495 Mazda Pick-up; 497 Ford Escort "Royal Mail" Delivery Van; 409 Allis 
Chalmers Forklift Truck plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Poor to Good orange, yellow and 
black window boxes. (qty) 

 £70 - £80 

1583. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include Y27 Foden Steam Truck "Frasers"; Y15 Tram "Swan Vestas"; Y45 
Bugatti Royal plus others, also includes some Gift Sets and Special Editions - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Fair to Excellent Plus boxes - see photo. (32) 

 £60 - £80 

1584. White metal a group of early issue kits and models - kits include Pirate Models Trolleybus; Transport Replicas AEC 
(made) to include Pirate Models Metrobus plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent (kits are not checked for 
correctness) in Poor to Good boxes - see photo. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1585. Corgi Classics group to include 97180 AEC "Grey-Green - Coaches"; "Toymaster" 2-piece Gift Set plus others, also 
includes Corgi C6 "Emergency Services" Gift Set - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £70 

1586. Lledo (Vanguards) a group to include VA45000 Austin Allegro; VA27003 Rover 2000; VA4400 Austin Cambridge; 
VA52000 Ford Granada plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly crushed) to 
Excellent lift off lid boxes. (11) 

 £70 - £80 

1587. Oxford Diecast a group to include Fire Engine "South Western"; Ford Leyland Car Transporter; Humber Pullman 
Limousine; Daimler Hearse plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Mint rigid perspex 
cases, outer carded sleeves are Good Plus to Mint. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1588. Eligor/Rio a group of mainly (1/43rd scale) Cars to include Rio 19 Alfa Romeo 1750; 97 Citroen DS19; Eligor Citroen 
Type H "Postes"; 1103 Ford Lotus Cortina plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Near Mint 
rigid perspex cases and outer carded sleeves - see photo. (13) 

 £60 - £70 
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1589. A mixed group to include Schabak (1/24th scale) Ford Escort; City CV027 Morris "Collectors Model Cars"; Tomica 
London Transport Routemaster Bus "Barnes Pianos"; Britbus "Show Bus 2003" Routemaster; Base-Toys (1/76th scale) Flat 
Truck plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Fair to Near Mint boxes - see photo. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

1590. A mixed group to include Joal 149 "Parrys Executive Holidays" Coach; Macadam Renault "PTT" Delivery Van; Corgi 
Modern Trucks CC13210 "Gibb's"; AHC DAF Open Back Truck plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Fair (crushed) to Excellent boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

1591. Blister card issues to include Hot Wheels (Mattel) 56 Hi-Tail Hauler; 3911 Mercedes 540K; Majorette Saab Turbo; 
Dinky 117 Corvette; 120 Renagade Jeep plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint on Fair blister 
cards - see photo. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

1592. Lledo a group to include Horse Drawn Milk Float "Express Dairy"; Ford Model T Tanker "Hofmeister"; Volkswagen Van 
"Coca Cola"; Trackside Low Loader plus others, also includes 2 x 3-piece Gift Sets - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in Poor to Good Plus window boxes. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

The Buckinghamshire Collection 

1593. Tekno "Curries of Dumfries" a pair of Articulated Trucks (1) DAF 95 - red, yellow, white and (2) same as previous but 
Scania - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1594. Tekno DAF Truck and Refrigerated Trailer "Gibb's of Fraserburgh" and DAF Refrigerated Truck and Trailer "Grampian 
Country Chickens" - yellow, black, off white trailer - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1595. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "Curries of Dumfries" - red, black, yellow and DAF "CM Downton 
Ltd" - maroon, red, cream, white - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1596. Tekno DAF Truck and Trailer "Jakobs" - white cab with blue, silver, red and yellow trailer and Pegaso Troner "GBE 
European Fast Freight" - white, grey, red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1597. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Fridge Freight Fyvie Aberdeen" - off white, red, black and 
Scania "G & J Jack Ltd" - white, red, black - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
window boxes with inner polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1598. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "J.R. Harding & Sons Frome Ltd" - blue, red, cream trailer and 
another "Cathedral City" - red, blue, cream trailer - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus window 
boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1599. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "D. Steven & Son" - red, brown, white and Scania Articulated 
Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "WM. Armstrong Ltd" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good window boxes 
with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1600. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer "Ponsonby Highcare" - white, greyish-blue and DAF Articulated Truck with 
Refrigerated Trailer "Buchan Meat Products" - off white, two-tone green - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1601. Tekno a pair of Tankers (1) Scania "EWB" - blue, white, silver tanker and (2) DAF "BK Autogas" - blue, grey, 
black - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1602. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "Schwepers Transport" - white, red and Atkinson Strato Articulated Truck and 
Trailer "Hammond" - two-tone blue, white, red - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Excellent Plus window boxes 
with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1603. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer - black with silver and blue flashes "Scania" to sides and Volvo Articulated 
Tanker "VD Bosch" - cream, red, silver tanker - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window 
boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1604. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Ewan Booth" - white, blue, black and DAF "Gibb's of 
Fraserburgh" - blue, red, off white - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1605. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "McIntosh Donald" - off white, red, black and DAF "Gibb's of 
Fraserburgh" - blue, off white, black - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1606. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Mathers Aberdeenshire" - off white, red, black and Scania 
"Gibb's of Fraserburgh" - blue, off white, red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes 
with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1607. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer "T Brady & Son Ltd" - white, blue, red, yellow and DAF Articulated Truck 
with Refrigerated Trailer "Pulleyn" - two-tone blue, black - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1608. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "J.R. Harding & Sons Frome Ltd" - blue, red, cream trailer and 
Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer "Ken Thomas Ltd" - cream, red, green - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good 
(slightly faded) to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1609. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "James Irlam" - red, white, yellow and DAF Truck and Trailer "John Miller 
Transport" - greyish-green, white, red - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent window boxes with polystyrene 
trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1610. Tekno "Prestons of Potto" a pair (1) Volvo - red, yellow, black, white and (2) DAF - red, white, yellow, black - conditions 
are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1611. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck and Trailer "Munro Transport" - yellow, blue, red and Mercedes Articulated Truck and 
Trailer "United Glass" - green, black, white - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1612. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "International Transport Grivan Scotland" - metallic blue, white 
and "Denby 711" - red, black, yellow, white - conditions are Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1613. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "John Miller Transport" - greyish-green, white, red and Scania Articulated 
Truck and Trailer "Securicor Omega Logistics" - blue, white - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent window 
boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1614. Tekno ERF Truck and Trailer "Tango" - black, orange, white and another "Pepsi" - blue, white, red - conditions are 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1615. Tekno ERF Articulated Truck and Trailer "Jack Richards & Son Ltd" - yellow, red and DAF "John Miller 
Transport" - greyish-green, white, red - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1616. Tekno ERF Articulated Truck and Trailer "A.K. Worthington Ltd" - silver, red, black, white and Scania Articulated Truck 
with Refrigerated Trailer "Jeff Gilbert International Ltd" - metallic blue, white - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1617. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "H.E. Payne Transport Ltd" - green, white, red and Volvo 
Articulated Truck and Trailer "Dodd's Transport" - blue, white, red - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1618. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Thorburn International" - black, white and Volvo 
"Cavewood" - grey - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1619. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck and Trailer "Hennessy Transport Ltd" - blue, yellow, cream and DAF Articulated Truck 
with Refrigerated Trailer "Buchan Meat Products" - off white, two-tone green - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1620. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck and Trailer "Murphy's" - off white, black and Scania Articulated Truck with Refrigerated 
Trailer "Thorburn International" - black, white - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window 
boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1621. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck and Trailer "Scansped" - blue, grey, red and ERF Truck with Tanker Trailer "Industrial 
Zeolite UK Limited" - silver, blue, red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1622. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck and Trailer "Road Sea Express" - white, green, red and Scania "Parkland" - cream, red, 
maroon - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1623. Tekno ERF Articulated Truck and Trailer "James Nuttall" - orange, blue, white and DAF "John Miller 
Transport" - greyish-green, white, red - both are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. 
(2) 

 £60 - £70 

1624. Tekno Mercedes Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Saints" - white, red, blue and DAF "HE Payne Transport 
Ltd" - metallic green, white, red - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Excellent Plus window 
boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1625. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck and Tanker "BRT International Bulk Liquids" - off white, turquoise, silver tanker and 
another ERF "Nynas" - white, grey, black, chrome tanker - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1626. Tekno Strato Articulated Truck and Tanker "Nynas" - white, black, grey, chrome tanker and DAF "Asco Integrated 
Logistics Systems" - blue, white, grey (fluorescent roof) - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1627. Tekno Scania Articulated Truck with Container load "Bell" - metallic purple, blue, black and DAF Truck and Container 
"KVRTC" - metallic red cab with black and white container load - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to 
Excellent Plus window boxes with polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 
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1628. Tekno "Harry Lawson" a pair (1) Strato Articulated Truck and Tanker - green, silver, red, white and (2) another but 
Truck and Trailer - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. 
(2) 

 £60 - £70 

1629. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck with Tanker "Q8" - dark blue, cream and DAF Truck and Tanker Trailer "Rank Hovis the 
Millers" - cream, green - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent window boxes with polystyrene trays. 
(2) 

 £60 - £70 

1630. Tekno DAF Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Euromaster" - blue with yellow stars and DAF - silver, grey 
"Leyland DAF" to sides - conditions are Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent silver window boxes with 
polystyrene trays. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

1631. Tekno Volvo Articulated Truck and Tipping Trailer "A & J Bull Ltd" - brown, red, grey, yellow - condition is generally 
Near Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £30 - £40 

1632. Corgi CC99130 "Pollock" Set which includes 3 x Cab Units, Trailer - with correct certificate - condition appears to be 
generally Mint in an Excellent presentation box (does have some small scuffs around edges). 

 £50 - £60 

1633. Corgi a group to include CC12215 Scania "JR Harding & Sons Ltd"; CC12222 Scania "Olivers Transport"; CC12917 
Scania "Henry Thomson"; CC19901 Curtainside Trailer and CC13410 MAN "Pollock" - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent Plus boxes. (5) 

 £90 - £110 

1634. LBS (1/43rd scale) - a pair of Articulated Trucks (1) Mercedes "Autolack-Systeme" - white, blue, red, yellow and 
Renault "Renault Sport F1" - silver - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. 
(2) 

 £50 - £70 

1635. White metal (Smith) Leyland "Biffa" Waste Service Truck - finished in orange, black, white - overall condition is 
generally Excellent, comes in a Good Plus plain brown carded box with foam inner packaging - does have some pen graffiti to 
sides - see photo. 

 £70 - £80 

1636. Conrad 4328 Volvo F10 Globetrotter Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer - off white, silver-grey; 4312 Volvo Low 
Loader - silver, red and Mercedes Cement Truck "Putzmeister" - yellow, red, black - conditions appear to be generally Excellent 
to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £70 - £90 

1637. Lion Toys DAF Articulated Truck with Refrigerated Trailer "Rokold European Transport" - white, blue; AHC DAF Open 
Back Truck - blue cab, grey back, black chassis and Joal 237 Volvo Loader - yellow, black - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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1638. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Double Decker "Cobham Bus Museum 1991"; "Smiths the Beer to Enjoy"; "News 
of the World"; "Lockeys" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (some are Code 3 issues) in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint grey window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1639. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses group to include "London Transport Star Construction Group Ltd"; "Dulux" - two-tone green, 
yellow; "Golden Jubilee" plus others - also includes some Commercials and Tram - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint 
(includes some Code 3 issues).  (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

1640. EFE (1/76th scale) a group of Buses to include "Northern National Garden Festival"; "Cobham Bus Museum"; "Gilby's 
Gin"; "Brylcreem" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint grey window 
boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1641. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses a group to include "Cobham Bus Museum"; "Duracell"; "Barclays"; "The Evening Despatch" 
plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in generally Good to Near Mint grey 
window boxes (apart from one which is only Fair). (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1642. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Buses to include "Johnnie Walker Black Label"; "Beatties"; "RT50"; "Gilbey's Gin"; 
"1968-1993 Silver Jubilee" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus grey window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1643. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include "Lockeys"; "Duracell"; "Cobham Bus Museum"; "Bird's" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in generally Good (slightly discoloured) to Excellent 
grey window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1644. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Buses to include "Dulux"; "The Evening Despatch"; "Birds"; "Cobham Bus Museum" plus 
others - includes some Code 3 issues - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly sun faded) to 
Excellent grey windows boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1645. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include "Duracell"; "Golden Jubilee 1943-1993"; "Gilbey's Gin"; "Star Construction Group 
Ltd" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes Code 3 issues) in generally Good (some slightly 
faded) to Excellent grey window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1646. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include "Barclays"; "Cobham Bus Museum"; "Windsor Swap Meet 1990"; "Drinka Pinta 
Milka Day"; "Johnnie Walker Black Label" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 
issues) in generally Good to Excellent grey window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 

1647. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include "Cobham Bus Meet"; "Star Construction Group Ltd"; "Typhoo"; "Dulux"; "Lockeys" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes Code 3 issues) in generally Good to Excellent Plus 
grey window boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £70 
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1648. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include "Silver Jubilee 1968-1993"; "Britannic"; "Baxted"; "Golden Jubilee 1943-1993"; 
"Smiths the Beer You Love" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in 
Fair to Excellent grey windows boxes. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1649. EFE (1/76th scale) - "Fisherman's Friend" group to include "London Transport" Double Decker Bus; Box Wagon; 
3-piece Gift Set plus others - includes some duplication - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
(slight discolouration to cellophane) to Near Mint window and carded boxes. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

1650. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include AEC "Catch the Train and You've Caught the Plane"; Bedford OB "British 
Railways"; Routemaster Coach "Green Line"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some 
Code 3 issues) in generally Good (slightly discoloured) to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1651. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Buses and Trams to include Leeds Tram; RML Routemaster "Catch the Fox Kids"; 
Opentop "Metroline"; Leyland Atlantean "Dulux" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good (slightly discoloured) to Near Mint window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1652. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses group to include Leyland National "Green Line"; Leyland Atlantean "Bexley/Bromley/Pageant 
of Motoring"; AEC RF "Green Line"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly 
faded) to Excellent Plus window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1653. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Buses to include Routemaster "Off to a Good Start with the Daily Express"; "Pickfords for 
Removals"; "London UITP 2001 Transport for London"; "Ensignbus" plus others - includes some Code 3 issues - conditions are 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1654. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Beatties"; "Halifax"; "BEA"; "Routemaster" plus others - conditions 
are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent window boxes. 
(14) 

 £60 - £70 

1655. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include "Have a Great Evening The Evening Standard" Routemaster; "Holidays in 
Scotland by Rail"; "I'm Going to Have a Morris"; "Beatties"; "BOAC" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint 
(includes some Code 3 issues) in generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent windows boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1656. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "BOAC"; "Mansfield & District"; "National Holidays"; "Ovaltine"; Volvo 
(Wright Renown) - "Sovereign" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1657. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "London and Manchester Assurance"; "Ramblers Holidays"; "It's 
Highgate for Me"; "Moore's"; "Howarts" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 
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1658. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Leyland National "McGills"; Plaxton Pointer "Mainline"; Routemaster "A1 Service"; 
Bedford OB "Premier Travel"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (does include some Code 3 
issues) in generally Good (slightly grubby and faded) to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1659. EFE (1/76th scale Buses) to include Routemaster "Festival of Britain 1951"; "St Albans Open Day 1995"; "1985 
Allsorts"; "Premium Bonds"; "Happy Christmas" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1660. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "1985 - Allsorts"; "St Albans Open Day"; "Cobham Bus Museum"; 
"Vernons"; "BOAC" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in 
generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent Plus window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1661. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Bromley Pageant of Motoring 1994"; "Black Prince"; "BEA"; 
"Pickfords"; "Cobham Bus Museum" plus others - conditions are Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in generally 
Good (slightly faded) to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1662. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Louis Dreyfus"; "Bromley Pageant of Motoring 1998"; "Twickenham 
Garage 1994"; "Cobham Bus Museum" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 
3 issues) in generally Good (slightly discoloured) to Excellent Plus window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1663. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Green Line"; "London Country"; "Verons"; "Borwicks"; AEC "London 
Country" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1664. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "EFE Official Collectors Club 1994"; "Wigan Corporation"; "Croydon 
Garage Show Bus" AEC "BEA" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly 
discoloured) to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1665. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "East London Coaches"; "Let British Railways Tackle Your Freight 
Problems"; "Eastenders"; "Beatties"; "Nefficiency" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 
3 issues) in generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent Plus window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1666. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "North Weald Bus Rally"; "Happy Christmas"; "Louis Dreyfus"; 
"Cobham Bus Museum"; "Southend Transport" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 
issues) in generally Good to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1667. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses a group to include AEC "Ensignbus"; Routemaster "Houses & Flats"; "Routemaster"; "Day 
Trips and Excursions East London Coaches"; "North London Transport Society" plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issues) in generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 
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1668. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Aston Manor Transport Museum"; "Blue Triangle"; "Cobham 99"; 
"North London Transport Society"; Leyland Atlantean "London Country" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent Plus window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1669. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Hovis"; "When in Birmingham Visit Aston Manor Transport 
Museum"; "Boat Show"; "Cobham Bus Museum"; "Taylor Woodrow" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint 
(includes some Code 3 issues) in generally Good to Excellent window boxes. (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

1670. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Boat Show"; "Ordishs"; "Hovis"; "Fisherman's Friend"; "British 
Diecast Model Toys" plus others - some duplication - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1671. EFE (1/76th scale) Routemaster "Golden Jubilee Celebrations" to include "Over 50 Years at the Heart of London 
Community"; "Celebrations"; "Pussy Cat Pussy Cat Where Have You Been"; "Surf Celebrating 50 Spotless Years"; "There's a 
Great Deal to Celebrate" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
window boxes. (16) 

 £70 - £90 

1672. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include AEC Regal "Green Line"; Leyland Atlantean "Panasonic"; Routemaster 
"Magicbus"; "Fremlins Ales"; "Westons" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair (slightly faded) 
to Near Mint window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1673. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Yorkshire Relish"; "Sun Crush"; "Drink a Man's Beer"'; "Green 
Rover"; AEC "Green Line" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes 
(apart from a couple which are only Good - some slight fading).  (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1674. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "50th Anniversary Arriva"; "You Can Still Enjoy a Ride on a 
Routemaster on Heritage Routes 9/15"; Leyland Atlantean "Stagecoach" plus others - includes some duplication - conditions 
are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly faded) to Excellent window boxes - see photo. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1675. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Omnibus 1929-2004"; "London Transport"; "Buy Best Bacon from 
Poland"; "London the Window on the World"; "Fremlins Ales"; plus others - conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good (slightly faded) to Near Mint window boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 

1676. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses "War Time" Daimler "London Transport"; AEC "Less Shopping More Shipping", lot also 
includes London Tube including "Northern Line" - white, blue, grey, red plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint 
in Fair (slightly faded) to Near Mint window boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

1677. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Green Line"; "Arriva"; "Exclusive First Editions Showbus"; Leyland 
Atlantean "At Last Ringtons Tea is Here" plus others - lot also includes some Commercials - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good (faded) to Excellent window boxes. (16) 

 £70 - £80 
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1678. EFE (1/76th scale) Buses to include Routemaster "Model Mart"; "Southend Transport"; "Bromley Pageant of Motoring 
1995" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (includes some Code 3 issue plus Gift Set) in generally Good 
(slightly faded) to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

1679. EFE (1/76th scale) Gift Sets to include "London Transport 1950-1960" 3-piece Set; Routemasters Set 10 comprising of 
2 pieces; "Green Line" Set 5 2-piece Set plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation 
lift off lid boxes, some come with outer transit cartons. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

1680. EFE (1/76th scale) Gift Sets to include "Golden Jubilee" Set 11 3-piece; "London Transport Museum" 2-piece Set; 
Routemaster Prototypes Set 12 2-piece plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint presentation lift 
off lid boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1681. EFE (1/76th scale) Gift Sets to include "London Transport Museum 2000" 3-piece Set; "Green Line" 2-piece Set; Set 4 
"London Leyland" 2-piece Set plus others - conditions are generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint presentation lift off lid boxes 
(some have slight scuffs on edges) - one comes with outer transit carton. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

1682. EFE (1/76th scale) Gift Sets to include "London Transport 1950-1960" 3-piece Set; "London Transport Museum 2000" 
3-piece Set plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Excellent to Mint boxes, one comes with outer transit carton. 
(6) 

 £60 - £70 

1683. EFE (1/76th scale) Bus and Commercial Gift Sets to include "Model Collector" Routemaster 2-piece Set; "The RTL 
Story" 3-piece Set; "Fisherman's Friend" 3-piece Set; "London Transport 1950-1960" 3-piece plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent boxes and transit cartons. (10) 

 £70 - £80 

1684. EFE (1/76th scale) Gift Sets to include 2 x Volume I "The Tate & Lyle Story"; 2 x Volume II "The Rank Hovis Story"; 2 x 
Volume III "The RTL Story" and 2 x Volume IV "The Taylor Woodrow Story" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in Good 
(slightly grubby) to Excellent presentation boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

1685. EFE (1/76th scale) group of Code 3 Buses Routemaster "Help Save St. Albans LT Garage"; "1933 London Transport 
60 Years 1993" - duplication - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent window boxes with outer carded 
sleeves. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

1686. Creative Master Buses a group to include "First London"; "Lothian"; "London 2012" plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint, rigid perspex cases are generally Near Mint to Mint, outer carded sleeves and window box are 
Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent. (6) 

 £80 - £100 

1687. Corgi Original Omnibus (1/76th scale) Buses AEC "London Transport"; AEC "London Transport"; Trolleybus 
"McEwan's Export" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Mint in Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded 
sleeves where applicable are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (many are still in factory wrap).  (14) 

 £70 - £80 
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1688. Corgi Original Omnibus (1/76th scale) Buses Wright Eclipse Fusion "First London"; Trolleybus "Typhoo Tea"; AEC 
"London Transport"; Metrobus "London Transport"; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves and boxes are generally Good Plus to Near Mint (some 
still in factory wrap).  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

1689. Corgi Original Omnibus (1/76th scale) Buses Leyland Olympian "Go Coastline"; Trolleybus "Bournemouth Corporation 
Transport" plus others, also includes 2 x Trams including "London Transport The Morning Post" - conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Near Mint to Mint rigid perspex cases, outer carded sleeves and window boxes are 
generally Excellent to Near Mint. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

1690. Lledo Double Decker Buses a group of to include "Barclays"; "Hamleys"; "Town & Crier"; "Sweetex" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint window boxes. (47) 

 £50 - £70 

1691. Lledo a group of Double Decker Buses to include "Bird's"; "Radio Times"; "Evening Argos"; "National Garden Festival 
1986" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint window boxes. (47) 

 £50 - £70 

1692. Lledo group of Double Decker Buses to include "Barclays"; "Halls Wine"; "Madam Tussauds"; "Chronicle" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint window boxes. (47) 

 £50 - £70 

1693. Lledo group of Double Decker Buses to include "Terry's"; "Fotorama"; "Radio Times"; "Bradford Industrial Museum" 
plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint window boxes. (42) 

 £50 - £60 

1694. Lledo a group to include Buses, Commercials and Gift Sets "Kit Kat"; "YMCA"; "Boots"; "Royal Mail" plus others - see 
photo - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (52) 

 £60 - £80 

1695. A group of mainly 1/43rd scale to include Max Models Sauber Mercedes C9 Racing Car - silver, racing number 61; 
Minichamps Audi - white, red and grey flashes with racing number 44; Trofeu Ford Sierra Cosworth "Texaco" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent window boxes and rigid perspex 
cases with outer carded sleeves. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

1696. 1/18th Scale group to include Bburago Ferrari 348; Ferrari F40; Hot Wheels Jordan F1; Road Legends 1959 Buick 
Electra plus some smaller scale issues including Jada Toys "NYPD" Wrecker plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Good to Mint in generally Good (slightly faded) to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £70 - £80 

1697. Corgi Modern Trucks CC12906 Scania "Hamilton"; DAF "Gibb's"; Scania "Steven & Son of Wick" plus CC25906 AEC 
Routemaster "London Transport" - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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1698. Britbus a group to include (1/76th scale) Scania Metropolitan; Routemaster "London Transport" plus others - conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (most are still factory sealed) in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes and rigid 
perspex cases with outer carded sleeves. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

1699. Solido Double Decker Buses a group to include "London Transport White Label"; "Sealink Ferries" plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus window boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

1700. Corgi Routemaster Buses a group to include "The Great Book of Corgi" - two-tone yellow, blue; 471 Silver Jubilee 
"Show Your Teeth You Care Wisdom"; "Say The Leeds and You're Smiling" plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Fair to Excellent window boxes. (9) 

 £70 - £80 

1701. Corgi Buses a group to include Routemaster "Northern White Label"; "East Yorkshire White Label"; "London Transport 
50 Golden Years"; Metrobus "Goldline" plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent mailaway and window boxes - see photo. (57) 

 £80 - £100 

1702. Corgi 3-piece Gift Sets a group to include "Blackpool"; "Stagecoach"; 4 x Routemasters in Exile "The South"; "The 
Midlands", "Scotland" and "The North" - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

1703. Corgi a group to include 279 Rolls Royce Corniche - metallic red, brown interior - Mint in a Good Plus striped window 
box; 299 Ford Sierra - metallic champagne - Mint in a Good Plus window box; Metrobus "Hong Kong"; Aviation Archive (1/72nd 
scale) Spitfire - Mint in an Excellent box; Super Hauliers Scania "Sainsbury's" plus others - conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes - see photo. (23) 

 £70 - £80 

1704. Matchbox a group to include Superfast 29 Racing Mini; 52 Dodge Charger - conditions are generally Near Mint in Good 
Plus to Excellent boxes; Models of Yesteryear to include Y4 Opel Coupe; Y16 Spyker; Y1 Jaguar SS plus others; Dinky The 
Collection Mercedes Omnibus plus others including some Super Kings - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Fair to Excellent Plus boxes - see photo. (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

Dinky Toys 

1705. Dinky 715 Beechcraft Baron - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - red body, clear windows, white interior, 
lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near 
Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1706. Dinky 439 Ford D800 Snow Plough - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - metallic silver-blue cab, pale blue 
tipper body, clear windows, white interior, bare metal chassis, yellow blade, bare metal cast hubs - Excellent with paint chips to 
blade in Excellent bubble pack (bottom of card plinth is stained/discoloured). 

 £40 - £50 
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1707. Dinky 677 Task Force Gift Set - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - containing (1) matt RAF blue DUKW 
Amphibian; (2) matt military green Alvis Stalwart; (3) matt desert sand Ferret Armoured Car, all with black plastic 
Speedwheels - Near Mint to Mint with usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack. 

 £50 - £70 

1708. Dinky 654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun with bare metal rear platform - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 
examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint bubble pack. 

 £30 - £40 

1709. Dinky 619 British Army Bren Gun Carrier with Anti-Tank Gun - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 
examples - complete with figures & aerial, unused plastic shells & unused decal sheet - Mint apart from usual minor factory 
assembly marks in Excellent Plus bubble pack with some staining to bottom of card plinth. 

 £60 - £80 

1710. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - Mint apart 
from usual minor factory assembly marks complete with white Sonar Device & unused decal sheet in Near Mint to Mint bubble 
pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1711. Dinky 736 German Bundesmarine Sea King Helicopter - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - Near Mint with 
scratch to top edge of red motor complete with white Sonar Device & unused decal sheet in and Excellent Plus bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1712. Dinky pair of Aircraft both taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples.  (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white/blue/red body, clear windows, white interior, white plastic engine cover - Excellent to Excellent Plus with some 
tiny chips around tail & upper fuselage, both side labels are peeling away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 
715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, clear windows, white interior, lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine 
covers - Excellent Plus (factory assembly error to nose with the upper & lower components not sitting flush due to the duelled 
landing light being inserted incorrectly) in Excellent a little yellowed bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1713. Dinky pair of Aircraft both taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples.  (1) 710 Beechcraft S35 
Bonanza - white/blue/red body, clear windows, white interior, white plastic engine cover - Near Mint with side labels peeling 
away from fuselage in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, clear windows, white interior, 
lemon yellow plastic propellers, dark yellow plastic engine covers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near 
Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

1714. Dinky 784 GER Goods Train Set - taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - Near Mint with a few tiny factory 
assembly paint chips in Excellent Plus bubble pack with two minor small cracks to bubble around corners of rear wagon.  

 £30 - £40 

1715. Dinky 784 GER Goods Train Set - taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - Near Mint with a few tiny factory 
assembly paint chips in Good Plus bubble pack creased at one corner with a couple of cracks to bubble around rear wagon. 

 £20 - £30 

1716. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - military green 
body complete with unused shells & figures - Near Mint complete with unused shells in Excellent a little age yellowed bubble 
pack. 

 £30 - £40 
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1717. Dinky 609 US Army 105mm Howitzer with Gun Crew - taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - matt military 
green body, complete with unused shells & figures - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint 
bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1718. Dinky 1045 Panavia Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - Mint 
complete with unused decal sheet in Excellent blister pack with some staining to top right corner. 

 £20 - £30 

1719. Dinky 1037 Chieftain Tank metal kit - Mint in Good Plus blister pack with a couple of small tears and 654 US Army 
155mm Mobile Gun with bare metal rear platform - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - Mint apart from usual minor 
factory assembly marks complete with unused shells & Excellent Plus card plinth only. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1720. Dinky 731 RAF Jaguar Aircraft - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory 
assembly marks complete with both Pilots & unused decal sheet in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. 

 £40 - £60 

1721. Dinky 731 RAF Jaguar Aircraft - taken from a factory trade pack of 6 examples - Mint apart from usual minor factory 
assembly marks complete with both Pilots & unused decal sheet in Excellent Plus just slightly age yellowed bubble pack. 

 £40 - £50 

1722. Dinky pair of Aircraft both taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples - (1) 731 RAF Jaguar Aircraft - Mint apart from 
usual minor factory assembly marks complete with both Pilots & unused decal sheet in Excellent Plus just slightly yellowed 
bubble pack; (2) 715 Beechcraft C55 Baron - red body, clear windows, white interior, dark yellow propellers & engine 
covers - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Near Mint to Mint bubble pack. (2) 

 £70 - £90 

1723. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - white tractor unit with very pale 
grey chassis, clear windows, black interior & trailer release button, trailer has mid-grey plastic catwalk & filler caps, black rubber 
hoses, metal wheels with separate tinplate hub caps - Near Mint with a few tiny factory assembly paint chips in Excellent Plus 
bubble pack. 

 £60 - £80 

1724. Dinky 945 AEC Articulated Esso Tanker - taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples - white tractor unit with very pale 
grey chassis, clear windows, black interior, olive green trailer release button, trailer has mid-grey plastic catwalk & filler caps, 
grey rubber hoses - Trailer is generally Excellent with a few tiny chips & marks to right hand label, Tractor Unit - Good Plus with 
crack to centre of windscreen caused by the factory during assembly in Good age yellowed bubble pack. 

 £20 - £30 

1725. Dinky factory shrink wrapped trade pack of 6 x 111 Cinderella's Coach - all assumed Mint in Near Mint to Mint window 
boxes, outer shrink wrap split & damaged at both ends. 

 £90 - £120 

1726. Dinky 354 Pink Panther Jet Car original factory sealed trade pack of 6 examples - all assumed Mint in Mint boxes, 
outer brown trade carton is Excellent with factory end label.  Very rare opportunity. 

 £360 - £460 
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1727. Dinky 363 Zygon Patroller ex-shop stock original factory shrink wrapped trade pack of 6 examples - some if not all 
models can be heard to be loose within boxes - apart from that models are all assumed to be Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint window boxes, outer shrink wrap split along one edge. 

 £60 - £80 

1728. Dinky pair of Space related models - both taken from factory trade packs of 6 examples (1) 361 Galactic War 
Chariot - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks in Mint window box; (2) 362 Trident Starfighter complete with 
spare missile - Excellent Plus with a couple of scratches to top of cockpit along with a few other minor factory assembly marks 
in Mint window box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

1729. Dinky pair of Military models both taken from factory trade pack of 6 examples (1) 654 US Army 155mm Mobile Gun 
with military green rear platform - Mint apart from usual minor factory assembly marks complete with Near Mint card plinth and 
Fair damaged & split bubble; (2) 1045 RAF Multi Role Combat Aircraft metal kit - Mint complete with unused decal sheet in 
Excellent blister pack with some staining to lid. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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